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Is IT LV CoNCRETE CoRP.
OR IS IT A MIRAGE?
PUBLISHER
Lyle E. Brennan

"Who is LV Concrete Corp.?" is the
question rumbling through the Southern
Nevada real estate development markets.
Deal watchers have for some time known
a mysterious company named LV Concrete Corp. was buying enormous tracts
of land in North Las Vegas, but nobody
knew for sure who or what LV Concrete
Corp. was.
At the time, attorney Alan Sklar of
Sklar Warren & Sylvester, Ltd. , the only
person listed with the secretary of state as
an officer, director, or resident agent of
the company, declined comment. Speculation on the identity of the controlling
interest behind LV Concrete Corp. ranged
from a variety of local developers to
Disney. Nor did Sklar' s presence help to
solve the riddle. The highly regarded transactional attorney's client li st is a veritable
who' s who of Las Vegas business circles
from long-familiar Las Vegas names such
as Molasky and Nigro to a number of
national players including GE Investments
and famed international artist, Christian
Riese Lassen.
However, in a recent LV Concrete Corp.

filing with the secretary of state the
riddle was answered: LV Concrete Corp.
is none other than Mirage Resorts, Inc.
The filing in question listed the new
residentagentofthecompany as Bruce A.
Levin , Mirage 's long-time general
counsel. Asked to comment on this story,
Sklar responded only with a polite " no
comment- but the filing is accurate. "
In all, Mirage appears to have acquired
a total of about 550 acres, for an
aggregate amount in !!Xcess of
$25,000 ,000 in approximately 20
separate transactions. The overall assemblage adjoinsMirage's illustriousShadow
Creek golf course, Steve Wynn's own
desert oasis for high rollers. Michael
Mixer, the broker with primary responsibility for the massive assemblage, is
generally credited as having masterminded the highly secretive acquisition
spree toge ther with attorney Sklar.
Speculation on what Mirage will do with
the property is rampant. Whatever the
ultimate result, the smart money says that
where Mirage builds, profits follow , so
expect surrounding values to soar.
•
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For People With
ArrowCreek rewards your success with recreational living at its best. Highlighted by two 18-hole signature golf

Driving Ambition.
courses-one designed by legend Arnold Palmer, the other by Fuzzy Zoeller and John Harbottle-residents

will enjoy tennis, swimming and more in a gated resort setting of exceptional neighborhoods.

Homes from the

mid-$200,000s to the mid-$700,000s; homesites from the $80,000s to the low $300,000s.
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TALK

JROM THE [DITOR

Dea r Editor;

!:.

ditor-sales bickering is an everyday
occurrence at most publica-tions. The daily
squabbles, at best, are healthy give-andtake exchanges based on mutual respect
that are beneficial to both parties, as well
as readers of the publication.
A typical exchange at Nevada Business
Journal goes something like this:
Sales Rep. "I just sold a two-page spread
to Gadgets R' Us. Can we get a write-up
in the next issue?"
Ed. "Editorial for that issue closed two
weeks ago. So, what's the news?"
Sales Rep . "Well , it's a great company ,
they 've been making gadgets for over
three decades. "
Ed. "If they weren't an advertiser, would
you still warit me to do a story on them?
And, what about our separation between
editorial and the advertising department?"
Sales Rep. "Well , uh, sure I'd want yo u
to do a story, like I said, it 's a great
company. What separation between editorial and advertising? I thought we were
a team. "
Ed. "Okay , we ' reateam . But we agreed
that advertising would not drive editorial,
and stories would be based on solid news
events and companies that were of interest to our readers. "
Sales Rep. "Did I mention that Gadgets

R' Us is the state ' s biggest gadget supplier and they ' re looking to build a
new facility and hire a hundred additional
employees?"
Ed. "Okay .. .I'll have a writer look into
it for an upcoming issue. But no promises
-if it ain ' t news, it ain't going."
Sales Rep. "Fair enough."
One of the basic rules in an editor-sales
relationship is that the editor must always
let account executives have the final word
in all conversations. However, it's up to
the editor to constantly remind the sales
department that, in the long-run , loss of
readership is just as important as loss of
advertisers.
At Nevada Business Journal , we val ue
our advertisers and our readers and strive
to maintain a balance is beneficial to both.
On that , we all agree.

- Connie Brennan

Will the real John Dedolph please stand?

I enjoy reading each issue of Nevada
Business Journal and always find valuable information in your "'Tax Tips " column. I would like to contact the Nevada
Society of Certified Public Accountallts
to get more information. Since they are
not listed in the local phone directon•, I
would appreCiate obtaining their address
and phone number.
Thank you for you r assistance.
James Reddin
Henderson

TALK BACK
Dear James;
The Nevada So ciety of Ce rtified Public
Accountants is based in RenQ, You can
call them at (702) 826-6800 or write to:
Nevada Society of
Certified Public Accounta/lts
4250 Neil Road, Ste. 205
Reno, NV 89502
Thanks for writing,
Ed.
Reader commentary is always welcome
and sho uld be sent to:
Letter to the Editor
Nevada Business Journal
2127 Paradi se Road
Las Vegas, Nevada 89104
Letters sent to the editor are assumed to be
for publication unless otherwise noted.

ON THE COVER
First row (L toR) -Christopher Stuhmer,
Lawrence D. Canarelli, Robert Lewis,
Gary Derek.

John Dedolph
President and CEO
Sun State Bank

John Donovan
President
lnterwest Bank

Nevada Business Journal incorrectly identified John Donovan as John Dedolph in
the January issue. We apologize to both gentlemen for any inconvenience caused by
this error.
-Ed.

Second row (L to R) - Warren D.
Kiggins , David Landon , Larry Miller,
Richard Plaster.
Third row (L toR) -Jim Gair, Robert L.
Weise, Brent R. Phillips.
Fourth Row (L toR) - Phil Dion.
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sidential ConstructionChallenges for 1997
by Chuck N . Baker

many respects Nevada~
economy is the envy of the
nation. Homebuilders
contribute to the state~ healthy
financial climate and continue
to keep pace with its robust
growth. Nevada Business
Journal asked several industry
leaders what 199 7 holds in
store for their industry.
A number of trends emerged
in talking with homebuilders in
Las Vegas and Reno.
Competition will become
more arduous, impact fees and
escalating land costs will drive
prices upward, low interest
rates will continue to play a
vital role, and new levels of
intensity in advertising and
marketing promotions have
appeared in the forefront,
including increased use of
the Internet.

f
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Ray LandryPardee Construction
eal Estate Commissioner Ray
Landry is also vice president of sales
for Pardee Construction. The company
has several active neighborhoods
including its newest, San Marin in Rancho
Los Palmas, where prices range from
$139,450 to $177,450. Square footage,
according to Landry, is I ,721 to just under
2,800 square feet.
Landry is pleased with 1996, calling
it competitive. "We ' ll probably end up
just under 700 units sold. We did just a
little over 650 in 1995. Basically we ' re
baoina
0 to do the same numbers, but now
instead of a piece of the pie, we' re getting slivers, because of the amount of
projects in the ground. "
As is often the case, location counts.
"Traffic depends on the area of town . The
Spring Valley area historically has
always had a higb volume of visitor
traffic. A lot of tourists off the Strip come
straight up Tropicana and it's not. unusual to see 50 to 80 people a week at those
subdivisions," he said.
In 1997, "Everybody is going to be
vying for a percentage of the market," he
continued. "Land prices continue to go
up. Our concern is when you look at those
kinds of costs for land, and potential
impact fees for 1997, the issue of affordable housing becomes a factor," he said.
Correlating hotels with employment
and new home sales, Landry noted every
new hotel room equals two and one-half
employees. "But those people are not
to be lookinea at $160,000 to
baoina
0
$180,000 homes," he said. "They will
look at maximum $130,000." He said
sales are higher in lower price ranges and
findinab affordable land is the key issue in
1997. "If there is a downturn , and we are
not saying there will be, but historically
if there is, your sales rates will be substantially higher in prime areas than
those in [outlying] areas. "

R

Sierra Estates Plan ;hree models from Pardee Construction in the master-planned community of Eldorado offers homes which feature traditional Mediterranean architecture.

Southern Nevada
Dan Van Epp - Summerlin
" por 1997 probably our most exciting
development is the opening of the
Willows Village in our southern area,"
said Dan Van Epp , president of the
Summerlin division of Howard Hughes
Corp. "It should open on July 4 with
five different builder products. " He
said prices will initially range from
$110,000 to $200,000. "A group of our
existing Summerlin builders will offer
homes there. "
One innovation that will make it easier to shop at the Willows Village is the
combined sales center. "The new home
finding center will be a part of our model
home village," said Van Epp. "All of the
builder models will be associated with the
center." Thi s method of enhancing sales
by combining a sales center is one that
other builders are also embracing, citing
economies of scale.
Van Epp noted about 60 percent
of his sales are to out-of-town buyers, and
roughly 40 percent are move-up Las
Vegas residents. "We expect 1997 to be
another strong year, just a little better than
1996." He said the median price of a
Summerlin home is about $167,000. The
company highlights its image advertising
with celebrated grand openings of new
8 Ne-":ldl Business Journ:U •
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builder neighborhoods, and is active with
newspaper, TV, radio and billboards.
Renowned as the "best selling masterplanned community in America,"
Summerlin has received that honor from
both Arthur Andersen Real Estate
Services Group and the firm of Robert
Charles Lesser.

Dennis Smith - HB Research

D

ennis Smith, head of Las Vegasbased Home Builders Research,
pegs Lewis Homes as the number one
sales leader in the Southern Nevada
market. Del Webb is at number two and
American West is third. Other sales
leaders include Pulte Homes, Pardee
Construction, Beazer Homes , Rhodes
Homes and Stanpark Homes.
According to Smith, said the average
square footage in a new Las Vegas home
is about I ,800 to I ,825. "Right now the
average price is $147,714 as listed on all
brochures. What I think is going to happen in 1997 will be a mirror of what we
saw in 1996. We had a strong start and
ended up fairl y soft. I don't see it as an
exceptional year. I see the same numbers
as this year, maybe a little less. If interest
rates go up it will mean I ,000 to 2,000
fewer sales than 1996.
Smith said the median price in
November was $128.500, a 4 percent yearto-year increase.

Brent Phillips - Trophy Homes

B

rent Phillips of Trophy Homes said in
!996 his company moved mto the
higher end and offered optional basements. He said 1997 will be a challenging
year. "With the resale market catching up
to new home sales, people are going to do

Mystic Ridge is one of Richmond American's newest developments.
The Summerlin Trail links villages,
neighborhoods and parks, and provides
unlimited recreational opportunities.

Phillips said builders must offer "great
service, superb homes and great locations.
The public is smart."

a better job marketing, a better job building, and they all hope they have great
locations. If they don ' t it will be a difficult year. I think we paid a really good
price for excellent locations.
According to Phillips, Trophy homes '
newest products target the upscale moveup buyer. "Very few builders want to
make the changes and customizing that
we do. The Boomers want what they
want, and they want everything.
Hundreds of people ask me, 'Why don ' t
builders offer more storage?' People say,
'I'm from the East, the Midwest, why
can 't you do basements?'"
Phillips says he is familiar with all the
reasons not to build basements, including
hard soil and prohibitive costs for products
under several hundred thousand dollars.
"There are engineering problems, and price
prohibitions if you can't do them as a production builder. It blows your whole production schedule and you need a place to
put your dirt, and that increases the prices
of the houses all around you. There are Jots
of custom basements. I probably know 40
or 50 people with basements in homes
under $400,000. I'm trying to bring it
down one click to a $300,000 average and
provide storage and livable basements.
They include 9-foot ceilings, light wells,
game rooms, baths, I ,300 square feet. So
it's a real custom option we have been
offering. We have sold four so far, five
counting my own home. My goal is to find
a niche that's not being served."

Frank Pankratz Del Webb Corp.
rank Pankratz, general manager of
Del Webb Corp. in Las Vegas, had a
productive year in 1996. "We continue to
merchandise and market our community
to Nevada residents, and to other marketplaces, and as people relocate to Las
Vegas or move within the city we like to
think we ' re high on the list" at Sun City
Summerlin and MacDonald Ranch .
Commenting 9n the amount of homes
for sale, Pankratz said, "We have a large
and divergent offering, 13 at Summerlin
and eight at MacDonald Ranch . In I 996,
we opened up 13 new models at
Summerlin with different pricing, size
and lot orientations."
Pricing at the company's communities
ranges from the low $1 OO,OOOs, to onehalf million dollars and up, with floor
plans from I ,000 to 3,000 square feet.
At Sun City Summerlin, Pankratz
said there is one large remaining neighborhood broken up into subdivisions. He
said the company has about two years of
sales left at Summerlin, and noted, "Like
a lot of builders we are looking ahead to
our future on a continual basis. It takes
time to plan and design and entitle property. We've been working with The
Bureau of Land Management on some
exchanges.
With regard to costs, "Overall , the
trend is up, for labor, material, land," said
Pankratz. The volatile price of land is

F

such that when other economic pressures
are brought to bear, land may be the first
thing to come down in price. But impact
fees are another matter. " Along with
other builders and developers, we expect
to pay our fair share. At the same time,
we are always very sensitive to every dollar added to our cost that Impacts the
price of our offering. There comes a point
where you start to take a Jot of potential
homebuyers out of the marketplace
because they either can't afford or won ' t
pay higher prices."
Pankratz believes 1997 will remain
strong. "A majority of our sales come
from referrals. To the extent we have the
resident base that we have, we've got a
higher referral network working for us. "
Still , the company is not hedging its
bets: the firm brought in the general realtor community to participate in its sales
efforts, one of the last companies to
make that concession . To further enhance
its marketing performance, the company
offers a " vacation getaway program ,
which allows prospects to stay on-site
and sample the Sun City lifestyle.
"That's been very successful and
we're going to be introducing that at
MacDonald Ranch beginning in May,"
said Pankratz. The company also
launched an Internet home page.

Dana Rogers - Pacific Homes
ana Rogers of Pacific Homes said
buyers are asking. "What are you
gonna give me right now?" He said, "In
1996 the company gave a lot of buydowns, a lot of closing costs, or upgrades
and options."

D
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"We have 10 active neighborhoods
starting from entry-level condos in the
$70,000s all the way up to the high
$200,000s. A lot of our marketing is very
niche specific. Programs are tailored
toward a demographic and a socioeconomic target market." The company relies
on buyer profiles, does TV and billboard
advertising and direct mail campaigns, and
has a web site and a newsletter.
He said , " 1997 will come down to
deals and incentives and buying future
comm itments and interest rates. We need
a selling-off period. It used to be you built
' em and customers stood in line outside,
now you have to build to the market.
"We' re a little more people-oriented in
our sales," said Dana. "A larger number of
builders are sharing the pie. You really
will have to be inside the mind of your
buyer, know what their hot buttons are,
and be able to push them. Builder salespeople will have to really work on the
deal , not just be an order taker. They ' ll
have to work on negotiation skills and be
trained better. Follow-up will be real
important next year, because as soon as
buyers leave your door they go some-

where else where someone will hold their
hand. Homebuyers are a lot more educated today," he said.
In answer to the increased competition in the marketplace, Pacific Homes
has stepped up efforts to connect with
its customers .

Steve Kabel Richmond American Homes

S

teve Kabel , president of Richmond
American Homes, has most recently
opened Mystic Ridge and Sunridge at
MacDonald Ranch, priced at $160,000 to
$200,000, from 2,000 to 3,000 square feet.
Kabel joined the organization around
the time of the company 's acquisition of
Longford Homes in February of 1996.
"Since the acquisition we have increased
sales dramatically as a result of adding
projects," he said.
"I think that what people want is
attractive and efficient architectural
design. They are looking for usable yard
area, they are looking for a specific number of bedrooms, typically three, and
they want a functional family room , and
an entertainment center that goes along

with that. They are looking for a company that will stand behind its warranty
program and is extremely responsive
with respect to customer service. In addition, I think they are looking for good
loan programs that will allow them to get
the best possible loan with the least
mortgage payment."
Kabel foresees trouble for developers
who don ' t plan in advance to accommodate increasing impact fees. "We have
prepaid all of our water fees , we locked
those in ," he said. But the possibilities of
higher impact fees related to other development fees would have an adverse affect
on the market. The profit margins for
most builders are rather thin , and I don ' t
believe there is the elasticity in the market to offset higher impact fees , by
increasing sales prices."

Dave OlsonAmerican Nevada
merican Nevada ' s Dave Olson
remains bullish on the Green Valley
area of Henderson. His company develops lots and sells to homebuilders who
complete vertical construction. "We do

A
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all of the land development, the streets,
sewers, sidewalks, amenities , parks ,
everything it takes for a builder to go in ,
take the finished lot and build a hou se on
it. " Builders at Green Valley and Green
Valley Ranch include US Home, Pulte
Homes, Kaufman and Broad, Richmond
American , Pacific Homes , Coleman
Homes and others.
Like other developers, the company
has gone to one central informati on center where customers can pick up data on
an overall project, determine price range,
get a map, "and go straight to what
they ' re looking for. "
With Green Valley approaching completion and Green Valley Ranch well
underway, American Nevada recently
inked and agreeement to add its planned
community expertise to the Seven Hills
Master Plan in Henderson . Seven Hills is
a partnership consisting of American
Nevada Corp. (development manager);
Forest City Enterprises, (managing partner); and Terry Johnston (investor). Olson
said the golf course is being developed
and will be owned personally by
Johnston . It will have 3,600 housing units
on I ,300 acres-including custom housing
on land rising 600 to 650 feet in elevation.
"I think that as Las Vegas gets bigger,
there will be an incremental increase in
rooms. The old hotels had nowhere near
the rooms the hotels now have, so there
will be net job growth. I think the proliferation of gaming throughout the U.S.
has helped us rather than hurt, because
people want to come to the show and see
a major league game."
Published estimates of hotel growth
say in the next two years, 20,000 rooms
will be added to the existing 90,000
rooms. More tourists could lead to additional job growth and additional home
sales , which could portend increased
builder competition .
Olson continued, "Anytime you get
an aggressive market you get builders all
over the country moving operations in.
At last count we had in the area of 450
new home projects on the market. That 's
a lot of projects for a town of an [estimated] million people. So it's a very,
very competitive market."
As for the future, Olson said the company is using its involvement in the

Green Valley Ranch, a private neighborhood park inside the master-plan,
Seven Hills community to perpetuate its
business in Southern Nevada while continuing to look for additional land.
"Unfortunately, anytime you get in a
very aggressive market, land values
escalate, and it becomes increasingly difficult to build value into a community."

Kevin Keefe Spectrum Development
t Spectrum Development, principal
Kevin Keefe said " Business was a
little better than last year, but certainly
very competitive." Monument Point is
his latest neighb.o rhood , but he notes,
"We're seeing slowing a little bit everywhere. In 1997, it 's probably going to be
flat in total. The difference for everybody
is there are more builders, more projects
and more model homes per project. The
net result is fewer sales per tract than we
used to see. That's consistent even with
the bigger homebuilders. You have a
condition where all of the impact-related
fees , land prices and associated costs are
increasing, and there is pressure to keep
prices down . Three to five years ago,
there was virtually no inventory. Today,
if someone decides not to br y he can
come back and he might still find the unit
he expressed interest in. "
According to Keefe, "The competitive
marketplace has kept builders from raising prices in line with escalating costs. All
of us would like to raise prices 20 or 30
percent per year," he said. "Lumber was
up as much as 20 percent. Concrete is up.
Water fees are extremely high on a percentage basis. A lot of those costs cannot

A

be directly passed on to the consumer
because the consumer won ' t pay."
Keefe compares his marketing to a
sports playbook. "You go to the playbook
and run the plays over and over again. In
all honesty there are not a whole lot of new
things you can do . But we are doing everything from realtor promotions to special
incentives, everything from A to Z. We
happen to be running an ad campaign that
stresses customer sati sfacti on directly
from homeowners. Has it knocked the
doors down ? No . But people do comment
about it. It has some influence and we have
new customers com ing in. When someone
is willing to stand up and say they enjoy
living here, it makes a difference. "
The company also has a tie-in promotion with the local Disabled American
Veterans , whereby it donates $50 for each
home it sells at selected subdivisions.

Leslie Bausher American West
eslie Bausher, vice president of
corporate systems for American
West, said her homes in the Silverado
neighborhood have been open throughout
1996 starting at about $120,000 to
$200,000. The company has nine active
neighborhoods primarily in the northwest
and southeast. "The southwest is an
emerging growth area, something we' ll be
looking at in the future. The pattern for us
has been to go into undeveloped areas and
buy land and develop a residential community," she said. She noted today there is
less land and it's more expensive. With
regard to expediency and costs, Bausher's
concerns n.m highest in the red tape
department. "The biggest impediment to
progress now is getting a map processed
through both the city and the county." She
said government entities are working hard
to improve conditions, and she admitted
builders do tax the ability of building and
planning departments "by being in a high
growth area." But she was not pleased
with steeper government fees that "will
increase the cost of housing and affordability. The hallmark of Las Vegas is our
affordable cost of living. Fees are a concern, something that we as a builder work
diligently with the entities to keep as low
an impact as we possibly can, while still
providing services and good housing."

L
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The Country
Lane rrwdel at
Lewis Homes
Summer Glen is
a two-story
home with a
master suite on
the first floor. It
offers 2,930
square f eet.

and we are getting to the end of that. So
it seems some of the local government
requirements will raise the cost of housing. I would suspect you will see price
increases; in the short run, the prices will
not go up, but in the long run , if you're
not giving your investors or your own
capital a return , the money will flow out
of that market. Your lenders are reluctant
to make a new loan if you do not show a
profit."

Jay MossKaufman and Broad
believe 1996 was extremely competitive," said Jay Moss , president at
Kaufman and Broad. "It was more difficult than last year in that every deal
" seemed to be custom made. The buyers
shop the marketplace. The masterplanned communities this year encountered resistance because of assessments.
They were being beaten up the by the
communities that did not · have ass,essments. Summerlin is perhaps a little
more insulated because you are buying
into an entire community where you live
work and play, and get more square
footage for the dollar."
Moss said consumers want to see
how far can their dollar can stretch. His
homes at South Valley Ranch in
Henderson are in the high $80,000s to
low $90,000s. Other neighborhoods start
at $109,000.
"I think people either are looking for
price, or they want the most amount of
square footage ," he said. "I think the
buyer will only spend as much as he can
afford. Ultimately it will come out of the
land prices. I think there has got to be a
give. If your costs go up, your fees go up
and your demand flattens , then who is
going to be around to buy it? Builders
right now are probably at margins that
are unacceptable in a lot of cases. They
will say they don't want to take the risk,
so you' ll see land prices stabilize or inch
down . That 's a long-term process. It
might not happen in 1997."
Moss aid he thinks 1997 sales may
stay about the same as in 1996. "The new
hotels are supposed to kick in, but at the
same time other ones went out. Barring
any interest rate adjustments, it should be
about the same as last year."

I
Bausher sees a good steady growth
rate in the next 12 months. "We have a
diversification of employers that are not
gaming related. "
Spectrum Development expects to be
ranked third in sales in 1996 as it was
in 1995.

Robert Lewis - Lewis Homes
umber one ranked Lewis Homes
has several Las Vegas neighborhoods including single-family Saddlebrook in the southwest. President of
Nevada Operations for Lewis Homes,
Robert Lewis said, "I would mark 1996
a lot more competitive. In terms of the
demand side, the market improved. In
terms of the supply side we got into a
little problem ; we had more supply
than buyers.
"It's the nature of our industry that
it 's relatively easy to get into the market
in Las Vegas," he said. "In Southern
Nevada, there is a large availability of
land , finished lots, superpads, whatever.
It 's easy and you have a whole lot of
players. With 400 active subdivisions
selling, it's almost a situation where
there is strong demand , but too many
people rush in to fill it. Out-of-state
builders, companies that spin off into
other companies; they are all chasing the
same buyer."
Lewis said he has done a lot of focusing on affordable ranges and is selling
at an average price of $140,000. "We
have found a lot of strength in $110,000
to $150,000. There are a lot of buyers
who can afford that. Interest rates have
been favorable. "

N
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Lewis said he is constantly reviewing
his newspaper advertising dollars, and
has stepped up direct mail advertising.
Lewis has also combined some sales centers . "At Emerald Valley, there are three
different product lines selling for us out
of one office. We can serve customers a
little bit better that way. We can adequately staff it and offer three products at
one place."
Lewis said he does a lot of value
engineering. "We had a traditional style
of house we have been building all
along, but we recognize our buyers are
all different, it's not all one size fits all
anymore. Many of buyers want a number
of included options. Starter families want
' the basic shell. ' So we started our 'family choice series.' You can't buy the extra
square footage at the home improvement
store, but you can buy everything else
there. If you want to upgrade, you can do
so later on and customize it the way you
want. We also tried to make the plans a
little more flexible. We have configurations where the house can grow as the
family changes," he said.
"We've concluded we have a lot of
ethnic buyers in some parts of town ,"
Lewis said, noting Hispanic and Asian
buyers in particular. "What we found is
their desires are not necessarily the same
as some of our traditional buyers. Some
like more north-south facing houses than
east-west. Some like cui-de-sacs. At the
design stage we are conscious of what
the buyers are telling us and we make
sure we meet their needs."
Lewis, like others, is concerned about
water fees. "We prepaid a lot of the fees

Eric Horn - The Horn Co.
" There is a strong attached housing
market," said Eric Horn of the Horn
Co. , "where people want a lifestyle free
from maintenance, no more lawns or having to do things. " He said he concentrates
on serving first-time buyers and movedown buyers with townhome product.
Addressing increased building costs ,
Horn said, "Next year, my sense is the
activity will be up, but the concern I have
is that the cost of producing homes will
get away from the bulk of the market impact fees and water fees and regulations
that require bigger houses and more land
per house and more restrictions. My concern for the market is [about] excessive
government regulations across the board."

good market. Absorption per neighborhood has continued to decrease."
Builder fees have increased only
slightly, but a failed school bond issue
may pose problems. "We had a failed
$180 million school bond issue. The
school district wants to have impact fees.
If that were to pass, I feel it is the wrong
thing to do. It's a short-sighted solution.

The population has gone up, we have
seen fairly steady two or three percent
growth per year. Our market is not driven
by that, its driven by job growth. "
For 1997, Krivel predicts, "Sales
should remain fairly steady. They may
decrease a hair if anticipated neighborhoods do come on line. Again, there will
be more neighborhoods to spread the

Northern Nevada
Mark Krivel - Centex Homes
n contrast, the market in Reno and
Washoe County is much less intense
than Las Vegas and Clark County. Mark
Krivel , division president of Centex
Homes, said, "Overall, the market in Reno
has been good; steady. It's not as explosive
a market as Las Vegas. The whole market
does about I 0 percent of what Las Vegas
does. This year the county will see about
2,700 units sold. The market has changed
the last couple of years. The area has gone
from 41 neighborhoods to about 71 currently. That's a function of a lot of builders
from California and elsewhere who have
moved into the market based on the fact
that job growth in Nevada is strong. Some
of them have potentially failed to do their
homework because there are too many
builders for the demand, and demand has
gone down a little bit."
Krivel noted when interest rates were
at lowest levels, a tremendous move-up
market occurred in 1993 and 1994.
"People sold their existing homes and
moved up into a larger home."
He said demand was down in 1996,
with more than 80 percent of the buyers
being local. He said he expects about 170
closings in 1996, up a little from last year.
"Centex has three neighborhoods ranging
from I ,476 square feet to 4,892 square
feet. "Everything is doing well , but there
is more supply than demand ; there is
almost twice the supply, but it's still a

I
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demand over. I don't see a huge increase
in demand on the horizon . It will be good ,
steady, but the pie will be cut up more."

Bob Lissner - Lifestyle Homes
ob Lissner, vice president of planning for Lifestyle Homes said the
Was hoe market in 1996 for long-term
builders gained a two percent increase in
sales compared to 1995. "That covers
everything except custom builders."
He said Reno is a very stable market
whi ch Lifestyle has been a part of since
1989. The company had 246 closings at
end of 1996, compared to 251 in 1995.
''This should not be indicative about the
Reno market, " he said. "We set our targets and we ' re different from most
builders in that we have [many] yearround employees instead of subcontractors. We ' re going to do 250 sales next
year regardless of what the market does.
We build at entry-level from $96,000 to
$138 ,000. We have only one active
neighborhood at a time. That's one of the
secrets of being able to sell in our price
range. You can't be spread out over the
whole county. "
Of the school bond issue, Lissner said
he has no problem "paying our share of
impacts that we create, as long as everyone else does. The situation they are talking about is that the 28-year-old buys
from us because of his four-year-old. It's
time to get out of an apartment and buy a
new house, so they could end up paying
an impact fee in their price. But if they
buy a resale house they don't pay that. In
fact the owner of the resale home takes a
windfall because the whole new-home
market has to pay the fee. I'd be in favor
of when any house changes hands , they
should pay an impact fee once."
Lissner said , "We get more sales
from referrals than we do from newspaper advertising. 1l1ere is clearly an entrylevel market for anyone who wants to
address it. "

B

for the area. "As far as building permits
go I think 1995 was a little down from
previous years. 1996 is more in keeping,
maybe slightly ahead. A number of new
builders are moving into the area, the
product mix is getting greater, the selection to the public is getting larger. We
have a little bit more product mix, a little
more inventory than we are accustomed
to, and the market slowed toward the end
of the year. Most housing was built to
existing demand , now we are building a
little ahead ."
In describing an overview of the market for 1997, Jones said , "We should
build 2,800 units in 1997. The lower end
of the market seems to be selling very
well here. Bailey-McGah serves primarily a move-up buyer. They are testing the
market and they have a new product
location overlooking a golf course. There
seems to be a lot of builders in the market near golf courses or connected to a
course." He said a new area, Double
Diamond, is a large middle class neighborhood with multiple builders like
Ryder Homes and Double Diamond
Homes. According to Jones, the median
price is about $127,000 in the Washoe
county area.

Carol Browncorbett Bailey-McGah

C

arol Browncorbett, a sales associate
with Bailey-McGah, said Castle
Rock at the Northgate Golf Course "has
been selling well for us since March of
1996." The price ranges are $217,000 to
$290,000 and feature single-story and
two-story homes in a non-gated community next door to the golf course.
According to Browncorbett, "Absolutely, 1997 will be a strong year. We
are experiencing a growth explosion here
and our company is one of the oldest in
the homebuilding business in Northern
Nevada. "

Robert Lewis- Lewis Homes
Bob Jones No. Nevada HB Association
ob Jones, the executive officer of the
Northern Nevada Home Builders
ASSOCiatiOn , SaHJ '!'~0 was a goou yt:ar
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ddressing home building in Reno,

~obert Lewis said , "We have about
four to five neighborhoods at a time up
there. In 1996, business was fairly good,
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An exterior view of Centex Homes' plan 4,
Traditions at Caughlin Ranch
The Northern Nevada market is more
expensive, so one of our bigger challenges
is to produce more affordable homes. It
takes longer to get projects approved, the
fees are higher, and _the initial costs are
higher. Cold weather and climate is a factor and you can't build year-round like in
Southern Nevada. We build different
styles for cold weather, and the foundations go deeper into the ground."
Lewis said , "Southern Nevada land is
relatively easy to buy. You could buy
land tomorrow. In Reno, there are not as
many small parcels, and the approval
process is more complex. In Las Vegas,
it 's a seller's market if the land is well
located . In Northern Nevada, you don ' t
have pieces of land like that, or perhaps
it has some kind of infrastructure or environmental problems. As a result, it's a lot
more difficult to produce affordable
housing. With expensive lots, you end up
building more expensive houses. Over
$160,000 there might be a little too much
product on line relative to the buyers."

Continued Growth
In the final analysis, most builders
agree Nevada will continue it's expansion
in spite of increased problems and escalating costs. Home sales should remain
steady, construction trends will slow but
remain strong, and a low rate of measured
inflation will mirror low interest rates. For
most other states, the grass - or in this case
the desert - will continue to be greener on
·art ~~v-aU-a ~rue Vi ·art'ixtR--c.

Power Builders
by David Hofstede

D

on ' t be surprised if the entire state
of Nevada is soon designated a
hard-hat area. Southern Nevadans
have grown accustomed to watching the
borders of their cities expand in every
direction, and the building boom has now
encompassed Northern Nevada as well.
Nevada's developers have the advantage
of building in the most active market in
the United States, but must also contend
with the competition that comes with the
crowded territory. Some of the most
prominent among this distinguished field ,
listed below, can point to awards earned
and sales figures as measurements of their
success, but their most significant goal is
the satisfaction of every family that takes
one of their houses and makes it a home.

DAVID LANDON
President and CEO
Pardee Construdion
Companr
As an industry leader
in two of the nation 's
hottest homebuilding
markets - Southern
Nevada and Southern California - David
Landon follows a simple rule: Measure
twice, cut once. "Do the right thing the
first time. That's the basis of our company 's focus on quality, value and service,"
said Landon , who has been with Pardee
for more than 25 years.
Providing schools, parks and churches, as well as commercial and retail
amenities , Pardee communities will
eventually be home to 120,000 residents ,
with an estimated market value of more
than $10 billion. Landon places special
emphasis on schools as a focal point of
neighborhoods. The Pardee-planned
communities of Spring Valley, Rancho
Las Palmas and Eldorado all include elementary schools and public parks. "I
don ' t know of a better investment than
neighborhood schools and school-related
clubs, activities and charities," he said.
Landon, who graduated from UCLA
with a bachelor of science in business

administration, demonstrated a passion for
his profession as a college student when
his idea of a good time was to drive from
Los Angeles to San Francisco to attend the
Pacific Coast Builders Conference
(PCBC). After 35 years of perfect attendance, Landon was bestowed the ultimate
honor at last year's conference - he was
elected to the California Building Industry
Foundation Hall of Fame.
Landon has overseen an unbroken
record of profitability which, in the past
decade alone, has posted earnings in
excess of $470 million.

GARY DERCK
General Manager
Wingfield Springs
Gary Derek has over
fifteen years of experience in land planning
and design of large
golf-oriented communities. Prior to joining
Wingfield Springs he served at EDAW,
the world 's largest land-planning and
design company. His considerable experience in the planning, programming and
design of resort and residential communities includes many of this country 's premier golf communities. These include
Desert Mountain in Scottsdale, Ariz. ,
Las Campanas in Santa Fe, N.M., and
Colliers Reserve in Naples, Fla. Derek
has a master's in business administration
from the University of Miami and a bachelor of landscape architecture from
Cornell University.
LARRY MILLER
Chief Executive Officer
Peccole Nevada
Corporation
Las Vegas native ,
Larry Miller joined
Peccole Nevada Corp.
(PNC) in 1976, after
earning a bachelor 's
degree in education from UNLV. He
worked alongside PNC founder Peccole,

who first envisioned the vibrant communities of Peccole Ranch and Canyon Gate
in the late 1940s. Miller describes Bill
Peccole as his "mentor." In his current
role as CEO , Miller oversees negotiations with builders in Peccole 's newest
project - Queensridge, a European-style
community in northwest Las Vegas. He
also negotiates leases with prospecti ve
tenants of the Sir William 's Court office
complex at Queensridge, which will
comprise 90,000 square feet of business
and commercial lease space. Miller also
oversees all aspects of marketing ,
construction and financing of the
Queensridge project.

.n,,• ...

WARREN D. KIGGINS, JR.
President
Beazer Homes Nevada
.
On December 6, 1996,
..
Warren D. Kiggins, Jr.
was appointed president of Beazer Homes
Nevada. Kiggins had
previously served as
division president at Kaufman & Broad
in Fresno, Calif. for three years. Prior to
that he was a founding partner of Monte
Vista Development Company, where he
was responsible for the overall operation
of the company's single and multi-family
homes in central California, Las Vegas
and Sacramento. "Warren has considerable prior experience in both Las Vegas
and California and is an excellent choice
to head up Beazer Homes Nevada," said
Ian McCarthy, Beazer Homes USA president and chief executive officer.
Kiggins is responsible for overseeing
the overall progress of the company 's
ex1stmg new-home neighborhoods ,
including: Amberwood and Craig Ranch
Village in North Las Vegas; The Reserve,
Highland Glen and Shadow Ridge in the
Green Valley area; Heritage Encore in
Henderson ; Mountain Crest and Eagle
Rock in Summerlin ; and Belle Esprit in
the southeast valley. He will also oversee
the development of future communities.
...
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PHIL DION
Chainnan and CEO
Del Webb Corporation
Professional Builder
magazine has named
Phil Dion as the 1996
Builder of the Year,
citing his management
abi lities , marketing
VISIOn and commitment to total quality
management. In his nine years as chairman and CEO, Dion has led the company
through the turbulent late 1980s, when
Del Webb was going through a corporate
reorganization and struggling to stay
afloat, to record sales and earnings. Dion
pushed the publicly-held firm into an
excl usive club of just five other builders
with revenues exceeding $1 billion .
Professional Builder cited that under
Dion 's tenure, the company has branched
out into new demographic segments
while continuing to serve its original
market niche of active ad ults. Locally,
Del Webb is best known for developing
two of the fastest selling communities in
Southern Nevada, Sun City Summerlin
and Sun City MacDonald Ranch. Del
Webb is also the parent company of
Coventry Homes, with three active subdivisions in the Las Vegas area.
Builder Magazine named Del Webb
one of the fastest growing homebuilders
in the country based on the last decade of
housing starts , during which Del Webb 's
starts of construction shot up 330 percent.
ROBERT LEWIS
President of Nevada
Operations
Lewis Homes
Robert Lewis IS the
second of four sons
born to Ralph and
Goldy Lewis , who
founded the Lewis
Home group of companies over 35 years
ago. After receiving a bachelor 's degree
from Claremont McKenna College and
an master 's in business administration
16 Nevada Business Journal •
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from UCLA, Robert began his career in
the homebuilding industry. Soon he was
managing operations in both the Reno
and Las Vegas areas. Today, in his position as president of Nevada operations, he
oversees the largest homebuilding company in the state. In 1996, Lewis sold and
closed more than I ,500 homes in 21 communities throughout Southern Nevada.
The company sold nearly 300 homes in
five Northern Nevada communities.
These figures will keep Lewis the top
seller in both markets .
To date, Robert Lewis has supervised
the construction of more than 15,000
homes and apartments in Nevada.
Additionally, the Lewis Home group of
companies has built more than 30,000
homes and apartments in California
through the years.

JEFF DINGMAN
President
Southwest Pointe
Assodates
Jeff Dingman, the
grandson of one of the
founders of the Edgewood Tahoe Golf
Course, grew up with
the famous course as his backyard, and
was the Nevada AA Golf Champion in
1979 and 1980. He graduated from the
University of Oregon with a degree in
finance, and followed in the family tradition with his golf course development at
Genoa Lakes. He is also the founder and
partner in Nevada National , a new residential community surrounding a championship golf course. Under Dingman 's
guidance, the Genoa Lakes course was
voted the fourth best new course in North
America by Golf Digest in 1994.
Southwest Pointe Associates is made
up of Jeff Dingman and Cal Panattoni, a
prominent Sacramento and Reno developer. They have joined with the Tiger/
Westbrook Real Estate Fund to create
ArrowCreek, Reno 's largest masterplanned golf course community. Arnold

Palmer is fashioning one of his worldrenowned signature designs for the lower
course; the upper course will be a collaboration between former U.S . Open and
Masters Champion Fuzzy Zoeller and
Genoa Lakes course designer John
Harbottle. Tiger/Westbrook currently manages $2 billion in real estate investments.

JAY L MOSS
President
Kaufman and Broad
of Nevada, Inc.
Since opening ' its
in
19Sl3 ,
doors
Kaufman and Broad
of Nevada has won
numerous awards
including a Golden Nugget merit award
for its Pebble Creek community. As president, Jay Moss oversees all operations of
the division, which is responsible for the
development of new home communities in
the Southern Nevada area. Moss has been
in the building industry for 25 years. Prior
to his current position, he was a marketing
consultant for Kaufman and Broad for II
years. Before that, he was president of
Real Estate Dimensions, a sales and marketing company in Encino, Calif., where
he worked as a consultant to the
Summerlin master-planned community in
Las Vegas.
RANDALL T. SCHAEFER
President
RIS DeveloDment
Randall Schaefer has
been building homes
m the Las Vegas
Valley since 1981 ,
earning the reputation
as "The Custom Touch
Builder." R/S Devel-opment has produced
nearly 1,200 homes in the past 15 years .
Schaefer holds an unlimited contractors
license and has built 30 custom homes
ranging in size from 4,000 to 8,500 square
feet, with two more currently under construction. Hi s expertise can currently be

When it comes to satisfying new home buyers, Elaina

in a home that has natural gas in it; and gas heating is so

Blake knows what sells. As President of Blake &

much warmer. .. and more efficient." In fact, Elaina says it's

Associates in Las Vegas, this new homes sales expert

more difficult for her to sell homes without natural gas

spends a lot of time with people who are looking for a new

appliances. The economy and versatility of natural gas
make it Nevada's preferred energy choice.

home. "The majority of my buyers want
natural gas," she says. "Most people now
understand that it's a lot less expensive to be
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noted at Spanish Crest, just south of the
Spanish Trail Country Club, and at Teton,
near the Lakes.
Schaefer serves as president of the
Southern Nevada Home Builders
Association (SNHBA), and was recently
appointed by the governor to the board
of directors of the State of Nevada
Commission on Economic Development's NTS Development Corporation.
RJS Development has won many of
SNHBA's annual HOMER awards in
new home construction, as well as
Custom Builder magazine 's " 1995 Best
of the Region."

JIM GAIR
President

J. M. Gair & Associates

GREEN VRLLEY RTHLETIC CLUH

Four Weeks

For Only $19.97
Better Way To Ring i
InTheNewYear!
~

~ What

r

Green Valley Athletic Club is
introducing the best way yet to ring
in 1997. Visit the Club for 4 weeks
at only $19.97 per person.*
Aerobics, basketball, water fitness,
strength training, whirlpools, steam
rooms and personal service.

Call 454~6000
and a;k for a membership
representative, or stop by
for a free mur.

When Jim Gair came
to Las Vegas, he
brought with him a
new concept for the
valley 's homebuilding
industry - the townhome. Nearly a decade later, the Valley is
brimming with townhomes similar to
Gair's original concept. A native of
Orange County, Calif., Gair attended the
University of Nevada, Reno and began a
career as a gemologist until he was held
up at gunpoint. This forced him to take a
second look at his career choice, and he
soon discovered an affinity for the homebuilding industry. Gair began his new
career in Hawaii and then , recognizing
the strength of the growing Las Vegas
market, he returned to Nevada in 1982.
He is known for his " hands-on ..
approach, spending his days on-site and
in the field to ensure that quality and e ffi ciency are maintained throughout each
new community. Jim Gair is now responsible for approximately 2,000 homes
throughout the Las Vegas Valley. The
company's communities include Stone
Canyon , Stone Canyon Northwest,
Buena Vista, Mira Vista, Stone Canyon
Pecos, Stone Canyon Sausalito, Verde

Canyon Meadows and Stone Canyon
Silverado.

DAVID M. CARVER (R)
President
Stanpark Homes

KEVIN PARKINSON

(L)

Vice President
Stanpark Homes
Founded in 1985,
Stanpark Homes hqs
developed seven communities in L~s'
Vegas, and has joined the top five of
Southern Nevada's residential builders. To
get away from the southwestern style of
red-tile roofs and pink stucco exteriors
that permeates Las Vegas, the company
found its niche in more traditional designs.
One of Stan park Homes' trademarks is the
"colonial look" commonly found back
East, featuring rock or brick facia, front
porches, gables and warm color schemes
such as creme, coffee and gray.
David Carver has been involved in the
construction industry since 1973. In
1981 , he joined Terra Firma, an engineering, general contracting . and development firm in Ogden , Utah. As project
manager and general superintendent, he
was involved in the design and construction of Whispering Oaks, an exclusive
custom condominium project in Las
Vegas. In 1985, he formed David Carver
Construction , which focused mainly on
commercial projects. Later that same
year, he joined Kevin Parkinson in forming Stanpark Construction Company, a
commercial and residential builder.
Parkinson became involved in the real
e tate industry as co-owner of Mountain
1ew Title Company in Utah. He formed
the PVH Construction and Design
Company in 1979, which became the
premier builder of custom homes in the
_-orthem Utah area. PVH specialized in
.. han -on.. designing for its clients, and
won seve ral home show awards for
d tgn and construction excellence. In

The provider of choice for more employers, delivering quality care to over

720 000
J

Las Vegans.

3 000
J

25

of the finest physicians and medical professionals.

years of growing with Las Vegas.

7

specialized centers of medical excellence.
Summerlin Medical Center

The Lakes Medical Center

VALLEY HOSPITAL MEDICAL CE TER
One of evada's largest, most technologically
advanced acute care hospitals, Valley Hospital is
home to The Cardiac Institute and Flight for Life,
Southern Nevada's only hospital-based air
ambulance service. The Health Place for Women
and Children now features a new Level III
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit which cares for
newborns who need advanced medical care.
SUMMERLIN MEDICAL CENTER
The Outpatient Diagnostic and Surgical Center
including The Women's Mammography Center,
FASTER CARE, and The Cancer Institute of
Nevada is now open. The Medical Offices are
home to more than 100 of Tevada's finest Family
Practice Physicians and Specialists. Opening in
1997, a full-service, 149-bed hospital featuring
all private patient rooms.
PUEBLO MEDICAL CE TER
Family practice, pediatrics, internal medicine,
and FASTER CARE.

THE LAKES MEDICAL CENTER
A state-of-the-art medical complex featuring
FASTER CARE, a full-service primary care and
urgent care facility, and the area's finest
medical specialists.
GOLDRI G DIAG OSTIC AND
SURGICAL CENTER
Comfortable and convenient same-day surgery
and diagnostics located next to, and backed by
the full resources of Valley Hospital Medical
Center. Goldring is the only free-standing
surgery center of its kind in Las Vegas.
OASIS HEALTH SYSTEM
Las Vegas' leading afftliation of
healthcare providers.
U1 IVERSAL HEALTH ETWORK
One of Nevada's largest health care networks.

TheValley~ 'HealthSysterrr
The Valley Health System is an integrated system of care committed to providing our
growing community with convenient access to quality healthcare, while
controlling costs through increased efficiencies.
.-\ffiliated with Oasis Health System .
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Don't let it be your bank! Without the right
financial support your business could be missing
a valuable tool. That's why you need a bank
that can come up with timely solutions for each
of your particular needs. At First Security
Business Banking we understand you face new
challenges every day. With products like lines
of credit, equipment leasing, employee benefit
programs, cash management, and international
banking services, we can help you overcome
any challenges.
For over 75 years we've been successful by
helping our clients be successful. Our expertise
has grown, but one thing has remained consistent
-our dedication to 110% customer satisfaction.
So, no matter what needs you may have, First
Security Bank is right there with you. Because in
business, you need all the
allies you can get. Visit
your nearest First Security
Bank branch or call us at:
(702) 251-1100 ext. 544

Larry Scott
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1985, PVH was merged with Da ve
Carver Constructi on to form Stanpark
Construction Company, Inc. The company has been in volved in the conception,
des ign and constructi on of several of the
most successful residenti al nei ghborhoods in Las Vegas , including Shadow
Valley, Desert Palm s, Sand wedge Estates
and Summercrest Estates.

LAWRENCE D. CANAREUI
President
American West Homes
Lawrence Canare lli
grew up in a small
FHA
governmentsubsidized tract home
but dreamed of one
day li ving in a luxury
home. Hi s belief that most Americans
want to live in a home they can be proud
of became the guiding philosophy of
Ameri can West Homes . Through hi s
leadership, American West has consisten tl y been a leader in the Southern
evada marketplace in the areas of inn ovative housing design, price per square
foot and sales pace. Canarelli oversees
land acquisition , planning , product
development and fi nancial areas of the
company. Home by home, he has built
American West Homes ' reputati on as a
leading provider of superi or fami ly housing in Southern Nevada. Thi s past year
has bee n particularly successful ;
American West opened six new home
neighborhoods and sold more than I ,000
homes.
Canarelli 's entire professional career
has centered on real estate development;
over the past 25 years he has been
involved with the planning, development
and marketing of more than 12,000
homes in Southern California and
- Nevada. He is a member and Qast
president of the Southern Nevada
Homebuilders Association , and was
named "Builder of the Year" in 1988.
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STEVE PETRUSKA

Citr President
Las Vegas Division
PuHe Homes
Steve Petruska has
headed Pulte 's Las
Vegas division since
opening that office in
1992. Previou sly the
14-year Pulte veteran had worked his way
up through the ranks, learning all aspects
of the homebuilding business . After graduating from Central Michigan University,
he was recru ited as division controller for
Pulte's Houston di vision, where he later
was promoted to vice president of finance
in the South Texas division. He currently
oversees all aspects of the Las Vegas di vision, which closed 625 homes in 1996 and
is projecting revenues in excess of $150
million for 1997. Pulte, recently voted
"America's Best Builder" by the National
Association of Homebuilders (NAHB )
and Builder magazine, will debut fo ur new
commun ities in the first quarter of 1997Canyon Vista, Windsor Park at Queensridge, Stone Ridge Condomi niums and
Breamoor Heights Summerlin , and two
additional communities in the
second
quarter - Desert Will ows and Cypress
Point, both in Summerlin.

BRENT R. PHILLIPS
Chief Executive Officer
Trophr Homes
Pri or
to starting
Trophy Homes, Inc.,
Brent Phillips held
various management
pos iti ons wi th the
Vista Group and the
Ribiero Corporation ; he has played a key
role in the development of more than 1.5
million square feet of commercial and
multi-family property. As CEO, Phillips
ha<; led the Trot;Jhy team to six consecutive
years of sales and growth, and built
important relationships with banks and
institutional investors.
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Phillips sees his company as a " power
builder," in that they put the power into
the customers ' hands. "We hold e ndless
focus groups to determine what our customers want in their homes," he said.
Recent Trophy Homes projects include
Castlegate and the Westbury com munity
in the Queensridge devel opment. Plans
for 1997 include a new Las Vegas development near Sahara and Buffalo.

CHRISTOPHER STUHMER
President
Christopher Homes
Last s ummer, J.
Christopher Stuhmer
announced that his
company had joined
with three regional
builders to form one
of the nation's largest residential homebuilding enterprises, the Fortress Group.
This was the first time in homebuilding
history that a merger of this type, with
each subsidiary retaining its own identity
and management, has been completed.
Stuhmer is the largest shareholder; he
hopes to begin using some of the Fortress
Group 's resources in 1997 to expand
Christopher Homes, and is looking at
opportunities in Las Vegas, as well as in
Phoenix and Salt Lake.
Christopher Homes concentrates on
building single-family detached and
attached luxury homes in master-planned
communities. Currently, the company is
building in Summerlin with The Terraces,
Terraces on the Green , Country Rose
Estates and Country Club Hills; in Green
Valley with Legacy Estates and San
Michelle in Queensridge. Over the years,
it has won virtually every major industry
award for design excellence, including
several Best in American Living Awards,
Gold Nugget Awards, Home of the Year
Awards from the Southern Nevada Home
Builders Association and, in 1993, recogas une Vi kmei'rc<i:; '0~1 'Du/rl.ren
by Builder magazine 's Builder Spotlight
Business Excellence Awards.
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RICHARD PLASTER
President and CEO
Signature Homes
A nati ve of Guild ford ,
England , Richard
Plaster arrived in Las
Vegas via Toronto,
Canada and Santa
Monica, Calif. In
1978, after spending five years with
Lewis Homes, he formed Plaster
Development Company and Nevpro,
Inc., a licensed Nevada real estate brokerage firm specializing in new home
sales. Plaster Development later changed
its name to Signature Homes, to indicate
a concern for personal responsibility for
quality. Each home buyer gets a plaque
which is signed by all of the subcontractors and Signature employees involved in
the construction and development of
each house, as a symbol of each contributor 's personal involvement. The company has grown to become one of the larger Southern Nevada homebuilders, completing a.n average of 500 housing units
per year.
In
1991 , Plaster formed the
Monogram Company under which he
markets and sells condominiums; the
company 's Pavillions and La Posada projects were the fastest selling condominium projects in the history of Las Vegas.
EDWARD M. NIGRO
Owner
Nigro Assodates
Nigro Associates wa
established in 1979
igro,
by Edward
who had spent the
prior ll years planning, developing and
operating hotels for the Howard Hughes
and Del Webb companies. Ini tially. t:he
company provided con ulting. planning
and management en•ice ro i
lients.
Trn '{Yb'4,Wrgn.rh:,:,'tJCnrre-s:.<::1.:urt:Ua -gc:neral contractors license and formed its
construction divi sion. Three years later,

the compan y formed its residential
division . Th ro ugh Nigro Associates
and cert ain affiliated partnership s,
Edward Nigro has developed in excess
of $200 million worth of commercial ,
residential and industrial properties. In
addition, since 1993 Nigro has served as
a director and in a variety of official
capacities, including president of Prime
Holdings, Inc., a diversified healthcare
concern based in Nevada which offers
managed care and primary care programs, and owns and operates a health
maintenance organization.

ROBERT L WEISE
Owner
lightning W Ranch
The property now
known as Lightning
W Ranch has been
a premier cattle
and dairy ranch in
Northern Nevada for
I 50 years. It was purchased in 1954 by
Grant Weise, and passed along to his son,
Bob, in 1976. A 40-year resident of
Northern Nevada, Bob and his wife,
Cathy, continued the farming and cattle
ranching tradition until changes outside
the property 's fences led to the decision
to transform it into an exclusive golf
course community. The Weises ' goal was
to enhance the natural beauty of the valley. The 335-acre golf course development has allowed the couple to preserve
more than 200 acres of groomed fairways, wetlands, wildlife habitat and
mature open space.
Weise is involved in a variety of real
e tate and agricultural ventures.
Through Lakeview Estates and Realty,
he developed numerous subdivisions in
Carson City including Westwood.
Timberli ne and Lakeview. His consulting company joined a limited partne sh ip for the purpose of de
vdre1rct T?<.:esutt, a

'4~"utif£

golf and ski resort located
and Lake Tahoe.

SPEAKING FOR NEVADA

Balancing Nevada Taxes
by Carole Vilardo, President Nevada Taxpayers Association

Every year that the Advisory Commision on Intergovernmental Relations has
urveyed taxpayers on which tax they hate
paying the most, property tax always ranks
ftrs t or second. The problem is not so much
!.he rate at which Nevadans ' property is
taxed ; evada' s effective property tax "burden·· ranks anywhere from 36th to 50th nationally, depending on the parameters of the
ran king. The frustration comes from how the
money raised through the tax is spent, and
from whether other revenue sources should
be utilized to fund government expenditures.
Prior to 1979, the property tax rate in all
urban areas was at or near the constitutional
limit of $5 per $100 assessed value. The
1979 Legislature adopted a plan to reduce
and tatutorily cap the tax rate to $3.64 per
100. and offset the reduction by increased
appropriation from the state's general fund.
In 1981 , an additional reduction was
adopted via a "tax shift," which increased
!.he sales tax rate. Between 1978 and 1982,
property tax rates decreased from $5 to
2.20 in Las Vegas, from $5 to $1.71 in
Reno, and from $5 to $1 .07 in Carson City.
Since that time, however, tax rates have
eadily increased, and are now once again
near the statutory limit in some areas of the
state. Part of the increase is due to voterapproved bond issues and operating overrides. As of July, 1997, Clark County taxpayers will see a property tax increase of
approximately II cents. That is due to passage of Question 18, which authorized the
i suance of general obligation bonds totalling $647.2 million to build 16 new schools,
and to expand, improve, or purchase equipment for 186 existing schools. Also, !.he voters in the areas served by the Las Vegas
:\lletropolitan Police approved a five-year,
phased-in increase in property tax to fund
the hiring of additional police officers.
In 1983, the Nevada Taxpayers Association (NTA) warned that too little attention
was being paid to the problem of finding
proactive solutions to finance state and local
capital improvements to accommodate the

Carole Vilardo
growth being experienced. Additional
roadways will be needed ; additional parks
will be wanted; additional water systems,
sewer systems and disposal sites will be
necessary; remodeling and renovation will
be required as buildings age.
The NTA, recognizing that the viability of property tax to continue funding
infrastructure was questionable, made the
following recommendation: that surplus
revenue be set aside in capital facility
and stabilization funds, to offset the funding needs required by growth, and provide for any future economic slowdowns.
In 1995 , legislation was adopted allowing local governments to set up trust
funds for this purpose.
We have certainly seen tremendous
revenue excesses come in - the surplus
for the state is currently estimated at $500
million. Those areas of the state which
experienced growth have also seen
increases in revenue. Unfortunately ,
most Nevada governments, instead of being proactive and having a long-range
capital plan and mechanisms in place to
best utilize surplus, have been very reactive - when a new crosstown arterial or
ring road is needed, a specific revenue
source is identified to build it, without

looking at the future impacts on that
revenue source.
The constructi on of mega-resorts, the
development of planned communities,
and an increase in mining acti vity has
generated huge increases in sales tax received by state and local governments.
In most cases, thi s activity has caused
sales tax revenues to exceed original projections. These are one-shot sources that
could be used for infrastructure funding.
Most other states do not experience activity on this scale; Nevadans face a
unique opportunity, and must learn to
optimize the revenue being generated.
Instead, too many of our le-gislators
are now reacting to a loss of voter support for bond issues- particularly school
bonds - by looking at impact fees. This
solution was attempted in California,
where impact fees replaced property tax
as a means of financing capital needs .
While impact fees may be politically palatable, they do not solve the problem.
The impact fee touches not only the individual, but all future development and,
if we' re not careful , we' re going to put
ourselves in the same position as our
fee-happy western neighbor: with a lack
of affordable housing, and stagnating
economic growth .
Such actions are unnecessary. As long
as the revenues raised exceed the population and inflation growth, our future can
be secure. Most people believe growth
should pay for growth; this is actually taking place, as witnessed by the increase in
revenues . However, expenditure decisions
by elected officials have generally favored
new and expanded government programs
instead of infrastructure needs. We need to
direct existing revenue sources properly.
We' ll have some catching up to do, because this represents a new direction . If the
right proactive measures are implemented, we can once again strengthen the
taxpayers' confidence in the way government spends their money.
•
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Bill Martin ... Battle of the Banks
by Kathleen Foley

Bill Martin, president and chief executive officer of Pioneer Citizens Bank, considers recent trends in the banking industry to be a battle between small community
banks, like his, and banking giants. " It's a
war between the big banks and the small
banks," he states. "We' re going to win
some battles but they're going to win the
war. They will own a larger percentage of
business in the long run , but we'll continue to prosper and grow as long as we
can find ways to manage costs and attract
and retain customers."
Martin explains that banks with assets
of$ I 0 billion and above owned 37 percent of the national market share in 1980.
The 1995 figure was 60 percent. Large
national banks have been taking over
small banks like big fish gobbling up
minnows . Martin believes that small
banks can survive by offering the convenience and electronic products which customers want, while maintaining personalized service and accessibility.
"Big banks may have a branch on almost every corner and in grocery stores
and drug stores as well ," says Martin.
"That' s convenient, but we find that
people will drive past several of these
branches to get to one of ours because
when they get here they deal with
friendly , courteous employees and they
are treated like human beings, not just
account numbers." He reports that Pioneer Citizens recently decided to provide customers with a separate phone
number for each branch of the bank. Callers can speak to someone at the branch
instead of being routed through an automated answering system.
"There are some larger banks who want
to appear cuddly and small , and that' s the
focus of their advertising campaigns,"
Martin reports. "But if you examine their
fee structure, you' ll see they are charging
more and more every day for basic ser24 Nevada Business journal •
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Bill Martin

"We're going to win some battles
but they're going to win the war.
They wi'll own a larger percentage of business in the long run,
but we 'll continue to prosper and
grow as long as we can find ways
to manage costs and attract and
retain customers. "
-Bill Martin
vices like telephone inquiries and A TM
use; and some have begun to add an extra
fee if the customer wants to talk to a real
person instead of a machine. Is that what
people really want? Big banks think so.
We don't. " The fruits of Martin ' s philosophy are demonstrated by the numbers :
when he came to the bank in 1989, it had
7 branches and assets of $129 mi Ilion.
Pioneer Citizens now boasts 10 branches
with toal assets of $600 million.
The outcome of the "war", however
depends on how efficient each financi al
institution can become, according to

Martin ."A bank' s biggest expense is salary . That' s why some banks are replacing full-time employees with part-time
people or electronic devices . We don ' t
want to take those measures , but on the
other hand, we can ' t expect people to
pay more to deal with us. We must learn
to be efficient in other ways ·to make up
for it. It reminds me a little of David
battling Goliath, or of John Henry figh,ting the steam machine. But in John
Henry ' s case, the machine won, and I
don't intend to let the other guy win.
Our bank can and will" find ways to compete and survive. "
Martin is active in many community
service organizations. One of his current
concerns is high school dropouts in
Southern Nevada. "We have one of the
worst dropout rates in the country," he
states. "The United Way has been looking for solutions to this problem. One
answer is mentoring, which works by
showing kids that an adult actually cares
about them. Let's make a goal of zero
dropouts . We might need to put together
the largest mentoring program in the U.S.
in order to deal with this situation, but it
would be worth it." Martin is also chairman of the Advisory Board for the Clark
County School District's Schoo liB usiness
Partnership Program.
The Pioneer CEO is also a board member of Nevada Self Employment Trust,
which makes micro loans to small businesses and individuals who do not qualify
for loans through ordinary banking channels. He is treasurer of the Mayor' s Committee for a Better Community, and
erves on the board of trustees for the
_ evada Development Authority.
M artin is additionally chairman of
Southern evada Coalition 2000, a program to promote water conservation. He
is proud to report they achieved double•
digit ater savings during 1995.
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ith the

Southern

Nevada construction
industry continuing
an incredil?le building
boom for tHe past
decade, bu inesses
need help sraying
ahead of the game
and that is where the
Las Vegas Chapte't of
the Associated (Jenera!
Contractors (A GO)

The Las Vegas Associated
G eneral Contractors (AGC) is one
of 101 chapters serving the
commercial and industrial
construction industry nationwide.
The AGC of America serves
approximately 33,000 member
firms, including 8,000 general
contractors and 25,000
subcontractors.
AGC of America is typically
ranked among the most influential
associations in Washington, D.C.,
where its staff lobbies for public
construction funds and interacts
with a host of government agencies.
The Las Vegas Chapter of the
AGC is comprised of 460 member
companies and represents some of
the largest construction contracting
firms in the state.
Their list of members reads like
a Who's Who in the construction
industry and includes heavy hitters
like American Asphalt and
Grading, Carson Construction,
Clark & Sullivan, Granite
Construction, Hensel Phelps, Kalb
Construction, Martin-Harris
Construction, TAB Contractors
and ].A. Tiberti Construction.
It's no secret that Las Vegas is
considered the fastest growing city
in the nation. In fac t, the L as Vegas
R eview j ournal reported
in an article published December
18, 1996, that three local
economists predict a positive
outlook for Southern Nevada* and
a continued strong period for the
construction industry.
In fact, the article went on to
report that the economists call Las
Vegas "the construction center of
the United States" and were
amazed at how the level of
construction activity remains
incredibly high in the Silver State.
W ith this growth comes the
need for representation that an
association like the AGC has to
offer. J.\!Lade up of general
contractors, subcontractors and
industry related firms, the members
of the AGC build everything from
mom-and-pop businesses to multi-

million dollar hotels and casinos.
Offering services to both union
and non-union companies, the Las
Vegas Chapter is a pro-employer
association. Their list of services is
wide and varied and includes
employment, health and welfare,
personnel management,
networking, employee education,
labor relations, safety services and
products, and government relations.
Relying on a strong volunteer
base that is supplemented by a
team of professional staff
employees, the AGC is widely
respected by those in the
construction industry, and by State,
Local and National government.

CONTRACTOR SERVICES
Among the contractor~services they
provide, the AGC offers a health
care plan, workers' compensation
group coverage, multi-employer
401 (k) savings plan, Supervisors
Training Program (STP), and
Family Financial Planning by
CIGNA Financial Consulting.
Members also have access to a
series of classes designed and
developed by the AGC which offer
practical, cost-effective and relevant
training to members and their
employees. The Supervisors
Training Program (STP) is
designed specifically to meet the
needs of the construction industry.
Developed, updated and field tested
by contractors - for contractors, the
STP program focuses on the
knowledge and skills that every
supervisor must have to be an
effective manager of people, time,
equipment and materials.
The Chapter also facilitates
partnering with various local, city,.
state and county entities on a
regub.F basis and has done so for
the last 4 year . They conduct job
specific partnering and non-job
specific partneri ng. Partnering
allows increased access and
cemmunication between officials
and members of the Association.

lABOR RELATIONS
The staff service covers everything from
contract administration, grievance and
arbitration representation, collective
bargaining, jurisdictional dispute
assistance, NLRB advice and assistance
and labor relations training.

As a multi-employer bargaining unit,
the Las Vegas Chapter of the AGC
negotiates and administers labor
agreements with construction trade
unions, provides signatory members with
contract interpretations, represents them
in grievances, address labor strife and
appoints employer trustees to trust funds
established by those agreements. They
are also available to assist non-signatory
members with labor problems.
Labor Relations publications, which
keep members informed, include a Local
Wage Scale Book, State Prevailing Wage
Book, and Labor Relations Bulletins.

introduction in the State
Legislature," explained AGC lobbyist
Gary Milliken, who teams with
fellow Las Vegan Bill Gregory to
watch after the construction
industry's best interests. "Bill and I
follow the legislation which may
impact the construction
industry and work with the
AGC Governmental Affairs
Committee to identifY issues
and devise a political plan
of action to effectively
represent the interests of
the membership."
For construction company
owners, there is no greater
headache than being caught offguard or blind-sided by
legislation or ordinances that
slip through the process without
having the opportunity to
address them.
"The best thing you can do is
be pro-active, not reactive," said
Milliken. "Since Bill is a former
Assemblyman, he really knows the inner
workings of the legislative process."
Senator Mike Schneider, who was
recently elected to District 8 and is a
former two- term Assemblyman, has the
utmost respect for the AGC and for the
Chapter's two lobbyists.
"The AGC stays on top of all the
legislative matters which pertain to
general busi~ess," said Schneider. "They
bring a lot of insight and perspective
concerning their industry to the
legislators. I am impressed with their
willingness to bring AGC members to
Carson City to help in the process.
'Tbt>jL mt>.mht>.r_"- r..::tnqr_ fr.nm . tht>_ c.r..::tnt>_

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
\ e follow all bills from their

industry to the road builders. It goes
without saying that if I owned a

ANNOUNCING AN IMPORTANT SEMINAR!

CONSTRUCTION LAW

What you need to know from Getting the Contract to the Chain of Liability.

commercial construction business, I
would certainly make sure that the first
thing I did was join the AGC."

SAFETY SERVICES
Another important service the
Association has to offer members, is
their nationally acclaimed safety
,
program. The OSHA/MSHA
certified staff of safety personnel at the
AGC provides services to nearly
100 companies.
An AGC Safety Professional evaluates
jobsite conditions, work practices, and
compliance with OSHA, MSHA, EC
and NFPA requirements. They provide
services by inspecting jobsites during
the bidding process and after work
has started.
Some of the safety training and
certification courses they offer include
CPR/First Aid, Construction Safety and
Health topics, Forklift Safety, Hazard
'\::.-uumJuJiu:aLwu, '\::.-ruue 'r 1 c: v· c:rt.,
· = ......
Hearing Conservation.
More than 100 safety and h
publications and videos are av3J..l2.:
the membership, including 0 H.Standards and Guidelines, Tool
Safety Talks and Videos, Safety ~
Forms, Drug Testing Guidelines
wide assortment of other video:
and publication.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

&

NETWORKING
The AGC's primary goal is to p
the image of the construction in and according to the AGC, its a::.::!l::llllll:l

commitment to the Southern 1 evada
community, AGC is involved in
several projects to improve the area
they live and work in through
programs like Operation Desert
Clean-up. This community project
involves AGC members going out to
a designated illegal dump site and
cleaning the area. They also work
closely with the Clark County
School District on several projects,
including an annual careers
reception that brings educators and

industry leaders together to discuss
career options for students in the
construction industry.
etworking is also a big part of the
AGC, with numerous functions
presented each year to bring members
together. Among the events listed
for 1997 is a golf tournament, a safety
fair, a legislative reception, a dinner
dance/ silent auction, monthly
luncheons, mixers, and orientations - all
of which makes the AGC an invaluable
resource bank.

COMMITIED:

To QuALITY
To FAIR PRICING
To SAM E DAY SERVICE
includes a long list of those interested in
the groups activities. This list is made
up of current AGC members,
prospective members, the media, the
community, construction industry
suppliers, anclloc:al ancl

mtion~ 1

lawmakers.
The AGC's in-house public relations
staff ensures a positive image for the
association and conducts on-going
publicity for its members.
A major part of the AGC public
relations plan is their monthly magazine
the Construction Connection - their
communication flagship. This 36-page
publication highlights AGC member
companies, their employees and issues
of interest and concern to those in the
construction industry.
till other parts of the public
relations machine include The Las Vegas
A GC Direct01y & Buyer's Guide
{published annually), which lists all
AGC members, their services,
association by-laws, lien laws and
AGC services.
In strengthening the industry's
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Acme Electric

L. L. Ousley founded Acme Electric in

workmanship and productivity, and the
result has been exceptional customer
loyalty and repeat business ."
Miller reports that the company did
334 million in business last year, with
ongoing projects at Summerlin, Green
Valley Ranch and Seven Hills in
Henderson. Its largest resort clients
were Caesars Palace, The Sheraton

1942, and his little electrical shop was
one of the first companies to bring light
to the streets of Las Vegas . Berlyn D.
Miller, President and CEO of Acme
since 1969, reports that today Acme
E lectric is the leading underground
electrical contractor in the state. It
excavates and installs lines for power,
telephones, cable television and gas
service, as well as water, sewer and storm
drain systems. In addition, it installs
street lights, traffic signals, parking lot,
recreational and area lighting. Over the
years, Acme has taken on the largest
planned communities in the state: Green
Valley, Spanish Trail, The Lakes and
Summerlin, as well as special projects
like ellis Air Force Base.
Miller reports that no other
community in the country has enjoyed
the growth rate and prosperity that
Southern Nevada has seen in recent
years. "Las Vegas is actually very
fortunate," he states. "However, because
of the tremendously rapid growth, Clark
County is far behind in infrastructure
like roads, pipelines and street lights.
This has definitely caused problems that
everybody notices: roads constantly torn
up and safety cones all over town. But
you can't really regulate growth. You just
have to put up with the traffic jams and
inconvenience until things catch up."
Acme is one of the businesses most
involved with helping the community's
infrastructure catch up with its growth.
Miller reports that his company has
faced increasing competition during the
last few years. "The construction boom
has attracted more companies to
Southern Nevada," he says, "both startup
businesses and people moving in from
out of state, so even a well-established
firm like ours can't rest on its laurels.
We have to remain competitive."
According to Miller, "Acme is one of
the few remaining union companies
operating in Southern levada. We have
maintained a high level of quality
AGC6
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Desert Inn, ew York New York, and
the Orleans Hotel and C asino. In 1997,
Acme will continue working at
Summerlin, Green Valley Ranch and
Seven Hills. Projects are also planned
for C aesars Palace and Harrahs, and
Acme expects to be involved in
constructing some of the new hotels that
are planned for the near future.

We Don't Do It All,
But We Co1ne
Powerfully Close.
·:::;..

Acme Electric is the
bringing power
Just take a
.···

Deck Systems Nevada
Deck Systems evada has provided
thousands of Southern Nevada residents
with new deck surfaces since it was
established seven years ago. Trevor
Sheldon, its president since 1995 , has 16
years experience in the deck coating
installation business. He reports that
most of his business comes from tract
and custom home builders. He estimates
that Deck Systems Nevada serve 70
percent of the homebuilders in Southern
evada, and the results can be seen at
model homes throughout the valley.
Sheldon reports that most of his
firm's business is from repeat customers
who appreciate the quality of its products
and workmanship. "Installation of
decking systems is our primary business,"
he states. "This concentration of effort
shows in the quality of our installations,
not only right after the work is
completed, but more importantly, years
later. We are also proud of the rapid
response we provide to customer requests
for bids and short notice installations,
and the attention to details that are
often overlooked."
Sheldon reports that his management
team has sifted through the many
systems produced by manufacturers
across the country to select the systems
they feel are best suited for the Las
Vegas area. One of its most popular
products is Desert Crete Waterproof
Deck System, a waterproofing system for
exterior wood balconies, flat roof decks
and stairways. It takes the abuse of
harsh desert conditions, ultraviolet rays
and foot traffic, according to Sheldon,
and meets the criteria of the
International Conference of Building
Officials (ICBO).
The standard installation for decking
products is a solid one color knockdown
textured finish for a monolithic
appearance, according to Sheldon, but
systems can be upgraded in a number of
ways. A brick border around the edges
of a deck or brick ribbons throughout
the deck can customize the look at very
little extra cost. The client can also
create a new look in a pattern of their
choice on existing concrete areas with a
decorative overlay system. "We can
transform an ordinary driveway or patio
into slate or cobblestone by applying our
patterned system directly over the
existing concrete," says Sheldon. "We

offer a host of custom patterns and
colors to suit any setting, from arched
country stone to Mediterranean tile
pavers, to brick in its many styles and
colors. Whether your decks are newly
constructed, old and leaking, or just plain
ugly, Deck Systems evada has a
solution that's just right for you ."
Deck Systems evada is also entering
the lucrative hoteVcasino market.

Sheldon reports it will start installing
pool decking at Treasure Island this
month. It also provides waterproof,
nonslip kitchen flooring to hotels.
Seamless Epoxy Floor Systems provide
a smooth or slip resistant monolithic
finish that is easy to clean and USDA
approved for use in food preparation
areas, says Sheldon.

"The Top Builders Choice"
6590 s. Bermuda Road, Suite J
Las Vegas, NV 89119

(702) 269-9192
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Autborized applicator ofDesert Brand Products in Soutbem Nevada.

Proud Members of the Las Vegas Chapter
Associated General Contractors
of America
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AssociATED GENERAL CoNTRACTORS oF AMERICA

Nevada Chapter- Reno
Six Decades of Building a Better Nevada
Anywhere you drive in evada, you will
pass buildings erected by members of the
Nevada Chapter of Associated General
Contractors (AGC). The streets you
drive on were probably constructed by
AGC's highway contractor members.
Nevada's children are born in hospitals
built by AGC members, attend schools
built by AGC building contractors, and
eventually graduate from college facilities
AGC members constructed. While
building facilities and infrastructures,
AGC members have concurrently
constructed a reputation of community
service in Nevada.

Growing with Nevada
AGC's growth during their first six
decades has been phenomenal. The
Nevada chapter began as a small, closeknit group in what wa:s then Nevada's
largest city, Reno, with le~ than 25,000
people. As Nevada has grown to 12
times its size since the 1930s, so has the
Nevada Chapter of AGC. The Las Vegas
Chapter, formed in 1987, is now larger
than the chapter in Reno. D espite the
chapter's growth from five members to
more than 280 members, the close-knit
camaraderie still exists.
Today, Nevada AGC (Reno) is a
thriving, active association with 280
member firms. Originally AGC
represented primarily engineering and
building contractors, while subcontractors
and other supply firms held affiliate or
associate memberships. In 1992, the
Nevada Chapter of AGC became one of
the firs t in the country to encourage
subcontractor members to join as full
members of the association. John
Madole is the current executive director
of the association.
"The term I like to use is 'protecting
our market'," said Madole, "Through a
unified voice we are attempting to keep
government regulations to the point
where they are realistic and manageable.
We've been fortunate to have a lot of
continuity in our association. I think
we're as effective at lobbying as any group
in the state of Nevada. It all goes back to
the people that formed the AGC."
The Nevada Chapter of the Associated
General Co.ntractors (AGC) in
conjunction with the Las Vegas AGC

Chapter has worked diligently, often
behind-the-scenes, to build relationships
throughout evada based on good deeds,
generosity and outstanding community
service.
According to the current Nevada
AGC president, Margaret Cavin, "we
have formed a partnership with our
Southern Nevada counterparts that
has strengthened AGC's influence
in Nevada."

Giving Back to the Community
AGC's numerous charitable projects span
five decades and include burying an old
dump site north of Reno, draining
Manzanita Lake at the University of
Nevada, Reno (UNR) in the 1970s and
building a cottage residential facility for
mentally-challenged citizens in Sparks.
In more recent years, AGC members can
be credited for several accomplishments
which include building a church in
northeast Reno, beautifying and
landscaping median strips, building a
Return-to-Work facility for the
unemployed and constructing a gazebo
for the Reno Ronald McDonald House.
The organization's Community Service
Funll g'enerat€s monies to support
the Truckee·Meadows Boys and Girls
Club, Children's Cabinet Parent
Education program and Adolescent Care
and Treatment Center. AGC founded
and donates regularly to the AGC
Construction Engineering Program at
the UNR. As an active member of
Partners in Education, AGC's Education
Committee conducts a yearly "Building
Blocks of Construction'' Career D ay
for more than 450 students at Mt. Rose
Elementary.
AGC contributes to our communities
in many other ways as well. Nevada's
construction industry has led the state to
one of its most robust economic cycles.
The state's contractors employ more than
66,000 workers on projects valued in
excess of $5 billion. In the past year,
construction job growth topped 22
percent. Construction also reports one of
the three top wage rates, averaging over
$18 an hour.

Skill, Integrity and Responsibility
evada AGC takes pride in the SIR
award given to citizens of the community
most representative of Skill Integrity, and

Responsibility. This award, developed in
1966 in 1 evada, has since been adopted
by AGC Chapters across the country.
Nevada Chapter members have been
active in the affairs of the National AGC
for more than 40 years. On many
occasions Nevada members took on
significant roles for the National
Association, including positions of
Chairman of the Highway Division,
President of the Manager's Council,
ational Treasurer, National Directors
and a seat on the National Marketing
Task Force. The Nevada Chapter has
been recognized by National AGC
many times. These include Best
Community Service Project, Highest
Percentage of Membership Gain and
six Public Relations and Community
Service Awards.
For the past 55 years,. AGC members
have built a legacy of quality
craftsmanship and community service
•
throughout Nevada. Our state is
fortunate to have such a dedicated,
beneficial organization in its midst.
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• Win a Harley Davidson "Fat Boy"
Drawing at 7 p.m.
• Noon Luncheon
Gov. john Sununu
• Seminars
"Developing the West" with
McAvoy Layne as "Mark Twain"
"He Said, She Said" with Roz Perry
• Table Top and Cocktail Reception
5-7 p.m.
• SIR Awards Dinner
7:30p.m.
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Common traits characterize

Nevada's successful women
business owners
by Linda Linssen

Rosella Chambers, 1936

rom the time Rosella
Chambers ' mother was
"big enough to stand
on a box ," she worked ,
and in her daughter she
instilled a work ethic
that would last a lifetime. Young Rosella did the usual chores
assigned to female members of a household - cooking, cleaning and washing but her mother also expected the girl to
pull her weight in whatever other areas
she could. "If you can ' t milk a cow and
yo u can't ride, you don ' t have to. If you
can, you do," she told Rosella.
~
Born in 1910, Rosella Chambers took
over the family ranch at Mountain City
near Elko when her parents and older
- . brother died in the 1930s. Their legacy
' included 800 head of cattle, a couple of
hired hands, and no money except what
Rosella could "bum and borrow." Since
she was young and female , the bank
would not allow Rosella to become
administrator without a male partner. She
found one in a longtime connection, a
banker and cattleman . Although this was
the Depression era, he told her, "We' ll just
hang on. In the meantime, if you hang on
to an old cow's tail , it' ll eventually pull
you out." Two years later Rosella's financial situation began to stabilize.
Although Rosella was familiar with the
workings of the ranch, one of the difficulties she faced concerned giving orders to
the hired hands; they would not work for a
woman. Ever resourceful , Rosella relied on
one loyal hired man to relay her orders to
the others.
Rosella faced many ongoing challenges including bad weather, bad roads
and always the weight of financial concerns. From 1934 she ran the "outfit" by
herself, until her marriage in 1937.
Many of the day-to-day struggles
Rosella Chambers faced as a business

owner in the 1930s are radically different
from those faced by her modern counterparts. However the personal qualities
that carried her through rough times,
especially hard work and perseverance,
also characterize Nevada 's present-day
women business owners.

~ Robin Klaholz
Uniglobe
Commercial
& Leisure Travel
Uniglobe Commercial
& Lei su.re Travel was
established in 1976
and purchased by
Robin Klaholz in 1986. Prior to making
the purchase, Klaholz explored various
options before settling on the travel
industry.
Since independent travel agenc ies
have a large rate of women ownership, as
well as management and personnel,
Klaholz has encountered few genderrelated obstacles. She cites the primary
challenges as "competition in an industry
that many get involved in as a hobby
rather than as a business, and the resulting
slow growth that could allow a business
to offer more products and services."
Persistence, business experience and the
desire to be the best are some of the personal qualities she lists as having helped
her build her business I ,000 percent in
less than six years.
Uniglobe has been based primarily
on fu lfilling the business travel needs of
small- to medium-sized companies .
Recentl y, however, the company has ventured heavily into the areas of leisure/
vacation travel , incentives, groups and
large corporate acco unts. Rather than a
travel agency, Klaholz describes the business as a travel management, cons ulting
and service organization.
In 1995 Uniglobe expanded to Reno.
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Klaholz says the expansion elevated the
company to number two in Nevada in
terms of total volume. "We intend to continue our growth in volume but not necessaril y in number of location s. We are
well positioned for 1997 and beyond to
accept the change and challenges facing
our industry. Being well po sitioned
means continued growth and success."

Paula Brown
JB Chemical
Company,
Incorporated
In
1981 ,
Paula
Brown started JB
Chemical Company
with a home office,
$500 cash and one product - a waterbased universal industrial degreaser. By
1986 she had moved to a 2 ,700-squarefoot warehouse, and hired five people.
Two years later, the company 's largest
client moved out-of-state, taking with it
one-third of JB Chemical ' s revenue.
Rather than throw up her arms, Brown
quickly diversified into institutional and
automotive markets, hired a chemist and

new sales representatives, and acquired
USDA approval for her degreaser. "By
turning a negative into a positive, we
were able to set a good foundation for
future growth," she says.
JB Chemical became the only chemical manufacturer in Southern Nevada
specializing in producing organic and
water-based cleaning solutions. Brown
knew, however, that good products al one
cannot ensure the success of a company.
To help clients finance their chemical
needs , she de veloped an in-house credit
system and initiated a policy of open
communication within the company, as
well as with her customers and her suppliers. She also supports ongoing training
and team-building for employees. "This
way," she says, "everyone has an idea of
what teams and solutions are all about,
and can play a part in formulating goals
and outcomes."
Today JB Chemical is located in a
20,000-square-foot office and warehouse
complex . The company employs two
dozen people, and its revenue reached
nearly $2 million in 1996.
Brown has been the recipient of

numerous awards and honors at the local ,
state and national level. In 1996, she was
named Nevada Small Business Person of
the Year, and Entrepreneur magazine
highlighted JB Chemical as one o f the top
100 small businesses in the U.S.

Linda McCord
All Jobs Employment
After ten years of working her way
from employment counselor to district
manager of a national firm with six locations in Nevada, Linda McCord felt it was
time to open an agency that could serve the
Las Vegas market with local decisionmaking power. In October of 1989, she
opened All Jobs Employment.
Having owned her own floral
business in her home state of Missouri ,
McCord knew the pitfalls of starting and
maintaining a new venture . Her contacts
an reputation for reliabj_lity proved to be
important assets in overcoming obstacles
to success. She says she has always been
a hard-working, hands-on businessperson with a feel for people's needs -traits
that continue to ensure the viability of
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her company.
McCord says that in an employerdriven economy like Las Vegas, "the service All Jobs Employment provides is
crucial - delivering qualified applicants
to busy personnel offices." She calls her
company 's service a "much-appreciated
time-saver for the hirer, as well as a godsend for the job seekers."
With a staff of 13 counselors and support personnel , the company prides itself
on matching the right person with the
perfect job - a reputation that has
undoubtedly contributed to All Jobs
Employment becoming the largest permanent placement agency in Nevada.

Katherine
Grimes (R)
and Deborah
Jones (L)
Terra West
Property
Management
While working for Americana Group,
Katherine Grimes and Deborah Jones saw
a need for a company that specialized in
property management for small- to medium-sized investors in Southern Nevada.
They established Terra West Property
Management in 1979. Ten years later,
they began to offe commercial leasing
services, and in 1995, opened a field
office located near the Department of
Aviation for the McCarran International
Airport Residential Property Management Program . Grimes and Jones currently employ more than 70 full-time people
in specialized areas, managing over 1,300
rental properties and more than 125
homeowners associations.
The women's other current ventures
include Terra West Maintenance, created
in response to a need for the services of
reliable maintenance contractors for
repairs to single-family homes and to be
made available to homeowners associations. Terra West Water Management,
was created in response to the demand
for efficient water management services
for homeowners associations.
Grimes and Jones say their partnership works well, due to their ability to
"discuss issues and come to a united conclusion on almost every subject." They
say they view obstacles as opportunities

and see problems as challenges. Among
the women's strengths are their personal
qualifications; another strength is their
philosophy toward employees: "hiring
the best people and treating them well
so they will perform responsibly. " They
also believe that hard work, networking
and positive thinking have strongly influenced their success.

r

Peggy Shaner

Pahrump Valley
Vineyards
Peggy Shaner learned
early that the work
ethic applied to all
responsible individuals, regardless of gender, financial status , educational advantages , or any other socio-economic factor.
She says that perseverance, ingenuity, dedication and continuing studies were additional factors that helped her rise through
the ranks of various clerical and accounting positions, as well as maintain a stable
household for her two daughters. With
business partner Jack Sanders, Shaner
became a business management consultant
to a Pahrump hotel!casino - a move that
set the pair on the path toward the 1990
opening of Pahrump Valley Vineyards.
Like many ,other successful women
business owners, Shaner has had to overcome obstacles on her way to success.
Unlike others, the barriers Shaner faced
included area residents who considered
her crazy for building a winery in the
middle of the desert. Early on, Mother
Nature also surprised the partners in the
form of wild mustangs that ate and trampled the winery's grape vines and
destroyed its irrigation system. Shaner,
still determined to succeed, replanted the
vines and resigned herself to having to
import premium grape juices from
California until the vines matured.
Today the Pahrump facility employs
around three dozen people and attracts
over I 00,000 visitors per year. Shaner
and Sanders sponsor jazz and grapestomping festivals, banquets, cook-outs,
live band concerts, and dancing under the
stars. Their wines earn medals in competitions with some of the largest wineries
in the world, and area residents now consider Shaner a visionary.

Letty Elias
Media Dynamics,
Incorporated
In the Las Vegas
Valley, new womenowned businesses
are cropping up
daily. Among them is
Media Dynamics Incorporated , specializing in high-quality commercial printed
materials. After involvement in several
industries, including manufacturing,
gaming, design and printing, Letty Elias
and partner Christopher Evans saw a
common thread - product and service
providers did not always offer adequate
customer service.
In June of 1996, Elias and Evans
formed Media Dynamics. From the
beginning, Elias says, the company has
had its ups and downs - securing loans
for the start-up, handling mountains of
paperwork, and finding a ~orkable central office location. She notes also the
"bumps on the road" related to the com- '
pany 's youth and therefore the partners'
perceived inexperience. But Elias soon
found opportunities to prove that she and
Evans do have knowledge and experience. "And we practice sound business
principles," she adds.
Elias' formula for success is simple:
perseverance, positive attitude and hard
work. "Also, I'm convinced that if we
conduct our lives, both personal and professional, following the Golden Rule,
well , we just can't go wrong. "
Elias feels that challenges continually
offer lessons which result in improvement and growth. By her own admission,
she thrives on the challenges, "sometimes to the point of feeling my stomach
all knotted and adrenaline rushing
through my system." Would she ever
give up? "Not in a million years!"

National outlook
During the past two decades, women
entered the workplace in unprecedented
numbers . Today they are decision-makers at all levels of the corporate structure,
and they help keep the economy active
and growing. According to statistics
compiled by the IBM Corporation, several recent changes are apparent:
• The fastest growing sector m
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American business today is womenowned businesses.
At their current rates of growth ,
women-owned businesses outpace
overall business growth two-to-one.
An average of I ,400 women-owned businesses are initiated in the United States
each day.
Employment in women-owned firms
with I 00 or more employees has
expanded six times faster than among
all firms in the economy.
An estimated 8 million U.S . businesses are currently owned and operated
by women.
Businesses
owned
by
women
emp loy 18.5 million Americans,
or one in every four corporate
workers nationwide
In 1996 alone, it's estimated that
women-owned businesses in the
United States wi ll spend $44.5 billion
on computer-related technology.
Today, 40 percent of American business travelers are women .
Women-owned businesses now generate revenues of $2.3 trillion ann uall y.

Nevada Development Authority
announces the following companies
have recently located to Nevada.
AMCAN Specialty Steel is expanding to Southern Nevada from South
Carolina to manufacture specialty metal
rods for industy at a new 25,000-squarefoot facility on East Cheyenne at Lamb.
The company wil l employ 30 people.
Century Communications, a speciali zed messenger and package delivery
service from California, has set up
operati ons in Southern Nevada at
3753 Howard Hughes Parkway. The
com pany will employ 25.
Laird Plastics, an Arizona wholesale
distributor of plastic sheets, rods, tubes
and film , has a 6,000-square-foot faci lity
at 430 1 S. Valley View. Initial employment plans call for hiring five people.
Lighthouse Products has ·leased
42,240-square-feet of space at Cheyenne
and Lamb . The manufacturer of sealants
•
will employ 25 people.
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Use of technology
Current indications suggest that both
women and men business owners recognize the importance of leveraging technology to the maximum extent if their
companies are to prosper. According to
Sharon Hadary, " As o ur economy
becomes increasingly informationdependent and is increasin gly a global
economy, women business owners are
well-positioned to benefit from advances
in information technology."

A solid financial market

Marketing to women

Women-owned businesses are widely
considered to be as financially stable and
worthy of receiving credit as the average
U.S. firm. In three measures of financial
health tracked by Dun & Bradstreet promptness in paying bill s, credit risk,
and overall financial stress - womenowned businesses " show no significant
difference from the average U.S. firm."
Clearly, financ ial lenders are much more
apt to loan a woman money than in
Rosella Chambers ' ranching days.
The number of women who own their
own businesses today is impressive, as is
the level of sophistication their operations
have reached. In Nevada, as elsewhere,
successfu l women business owners share
common traits, especially a strong work
ethic, perseverance, and business acumen . They are positioning themselves
well for the future , and by all indications,
will continue to be significant and viable
contenders in the marketplace.
•

Solid, reliable relationships built on
trust seem to be the key to marketing for
women. If author John Gray is right that
"men are from Mars and women are from
Venus," then men and omen are likely
to bring different personal comm unica-
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Where the women are
MOVING TO NEVADA

tion styles to their business relationships.
They also have different buying styles.
Gerry Myers, author of Targeting the
Ne w Professional Woman, reports that
" women tend to be cautious, consider a
large number of purchase-related details
and seek guidance from their peers .
Women also tend to spend time in comparison shopping and respond negatively
to high-pressure tactics. " They are also
more likely to include intuiti ve thinking
in the decision-making process.

Although women who own businesses can be found in a variety of industries , currently the largest percentage is
in retail trade and services. The greatest
growth area, however, is in nontraditional industries such as agriculture, construction, wholesale trade and manufacturing. Women are also entering the global market at a pace comparable to that of
all U.S. industries. "In addition ," says
Sharon G. Hadary, executive director of
the National Foundation fo r Women
Business Owners, "women business
owners are on the leading edge in identifying and entering high-growth niches
such as environmental construction, speciali zed healthcare services and high
technology computer and telecommunications-related services."

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

The Nevada Department of Business & In·
dustry has appointed
Bill Maier as administrative services officer to
oversee finance and operations for the 26
Bill Maier
agencies that comprise
the department statewide. Maier formerly
served as deputy administrator for the
Nevada Supreme Court. Prior to that
appointment, he was the chief of financial management for that branch of the
Nevada state government.
Weldon Lary has joined
SierraWest Bank in
Carson City as vice
president/corp orate
banking officer. A longtime Nevada banker, he
has more than 23 years
Weldon Lary
experience with First Interstate Bank. Most recently, Lary was
vice president and district manager with
responsibilities for nine branches in
Carson City and the surrounding area.
Terry Van Noy , president and CEO of
Amil International of
Nevada, has recently
been named a trustee of
the Desert Research
Institute ' s (DRI) foundation . DRI is a nonprofit division of the University and
Community College System of Nevada
which conducts worldwide environmental research.
FHP Health Care has
named Carey Allison,
M.D., vice president ,
medical affairs for FHP' s
Nevada region. Allison
assumes responsibility
for all medical manageCarey Allison
ment throughout the
state. He joined FHP in 1991 as an associate medical director in Phoenix, Ariz.

Prior to his tenure with FHP, Allison
worked with Sierra Health Services.
Dunn Reber Glenn Marz Advertising,
Inc. (DRGM) has expanded its Reno public relations department by hiring Julie
Dudley as public relation s manager to
work with the current director of public
relations , Don Vetter. Dudley, an acti ve
member of the Sierra Nevada Chapter of
the Public Relations Society of America,
worked at a local public relations and
lobbying firm, and as a desktop publisher
at International Game Technology prior
to joining DRGM.
Mary Winter has
joined the Santa Fe
Hotel & Casino as
director of marketing
and advertising. She
will be responsible for
all media campaigns
and marketing strategies for the property. Prior to joining the
Santa Fe, Winter held a similar position
at Binion ' s Horseshoe.

associate vice president of communication and public affairs for FHP International Corporation.
American Nevada
Corp . announced that
Robert Solomon has
joined the compan y as
president/general counsel. Solomon has more
than 20 years ' experiRobert Solomon
ence in real estate law
and will assist the company in coordinating its real estate activities. The company also announced that John D.
"Jack" Christie has. joined the organization as director of custom home sales
for the Seven Hills master-planned golf
course community. Christie will be responsible for overseeing all sales acti vity involving approximately 200 home
sites in four custom neighborhoods.

Randy G. Harris , formerly general
manager of Sierra Pacific Power
Company's transmission services Business Group, has been elected to the position of vice president, energy marketing
business group for the company. Harris
joined the utility as a student engineer in
1974 and has held various engineering
positions over the years.

Perry Johnston has
been named vice president of promotions and
special events for Thomas Puckett Advertising, Marketing and
Public Relations. His
Perry Johnston
responsibilities will include the strategic planning and implementation of special promotions and
events. Johnston has more than ten years
of experience in promotions, and was
most recently an account executive with
Lotus Broadcasting.

Ria Marie Carlson
was recently appointed
vice president of public
and investor relations
for Sierra Health
Services, Inc. In her
new role, Carlson will
Ria Marie Carlson
serve as the company ' s
chief communications officer with responsibility over media and community
relations, financial and employee
communication and editorial services.
Prior to joining Sierra, Carlson served as

The Las Vegas Chap·
ter of the Associated
General Contractors
announced the appointment of Dale Lay as
the chapter' s 1997 president and Linda Harris
Dale Lay
of LF Harris and Company, Inc. as the 1997 first vice president. Lay has been in the construction
industry for more than 40 years and is
vice president of business development
for Martin-Harris Construction.
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Bill Best has joined
Stuart Mixer Commercial-Oncor
International. Best
will direct the
company ' s graphic
arts
department
Bii/ Best
and be responsible
for the design and coordination of all
advertising and marketing materials.
Prior to joining the firm , Best was art
director for Forsythe Francis and Ernaut
Advertising.
Mego Financial Corp. recently an nounced that David A. Cleveland has
joined the company as vice president and

chief accounting officer. Hi s responsibilities include all accounting and internal and external financial reporting for
the financial services company. Cleveland has 17 years of experience and was
most recently senior vice president and
controller for Primerit Bank.

see branch operations for locations in
the Las Vegas and Pahrump area. The
bank promoted Keri Kruspe who will
supervise branch operations for four
locations in the Las Vegas area, all of
which are located inside Smith 's Food
& Drug Centers.

Nevada State Bank announced three
new vice presidentlregional managers.
Marsha Blasche has been promoted to
oversee the bank ' s Northern Nevada
operations and will direct the sales and
service activities for the bank ' s five
Northern Nevada retail branches . Rena
Whitehead , formerly with Zions
Bancorporation, has been hired to over-

Joanne Jensen has joined the Southern
Nevada Home Builders Association
as its in-house director of public
information. Jensen most recently represented the Las Vegas Chamber of Com-·
merce, Barrick Gold Corporation and
Nevada State Board of Nursing for the
statewide government affairs firm of
McMullen Strategic Gro-up .
•
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T:c_at Lake Las Vegas, like life anywhere, is £lied with
J.:; questions, colored by answers.
Our questions go something like this:

your life has put you in this safe, beautifUl place.

Lots of choices. One answer.
Yes, you can have it all At Lake Las Vegas.

Do you want to play golf today? On the stunning
r8-hole Jack Nicklaus Signature course at SouthShore?

Custom homesites .&om $245,ooo.

Maybe you'd like to £11 a day with some fishing,
or boating. Maybe a hike, a long walk, or a spin on
a bike. It's your day--your choice.
How about just sitting along 10 miles
of peacefUl shoreline on our y.o-acre
lake, watching the sun set over the
mountains and the desert,
telling each other how
all the hard work of
'Thke US 95 South to Flenderson, exit Lake Mead Drive, left {East) 6.5 miles
Sales Office: 5M-1600, ext. 267, or 1-800-564-1603, ext. 267

@

RESORT
HENDERSON, N~VADA
The Wonder of Nature. The Imagil1lltion <Jf Man.

www.lakelasvegas.com

Broker Participation Welcome

(NA\1960016) Obtain the Propert' Report or its equivalent, required by federal law or State LaW ahd read it before signir€ anything.
~ No Federal or State Agency has judged the merits or value, if crry. of · ~- Offered by Lake at Las Vegas Joint Venture.

------ ---· · - -

~

LIFESTYLES

Reviewed by
David Hofstede

Heavenly
Stateline
(800) 243-2836

"There's a point at one of
the trails on the upper mountain where you can see Lake
Tahoe, and then just turn your
head and see the Carson
Valley Desert."
Skiers from the "bigger is better"
school head for Heavenly, a resort that
encompasses 95 percent of Lake
Tahoe's largest mountain, and eight
more peaks nearby. "Half the resort is in
Nevada, and half is in California," says
Public Relations Manager Monica
Bandows. "There's a point at one of the
trails on the upper mountain were you
can see Lake Tahoe , and then just turn
your head and see the Carson Valley
Desert." The Nevada side is generally
less crowded, though given the sheer
size of Heavenly, it 's hard to imagine
waiting too long at any of the runs. For
adventurers, there's the imposing face
of a run called Gunbarrel, and one of the
steepest mogul runs on the West Coast.
On March 22, the top freestylers and
aerialists in the world will gather at
Heavenly for a two-day competition.

Diamond Peak Ski Resort, Incline/Lake Tahoe, NV

Diamond Peak

Lee Canyon

Incline Village

Mount Charleston

(800) 468-2463

(702) 646-0008

Family-style is the way they serve up
skiing at Diamond Peak, which may be
the best place for newcomers to take that
first tenuous trip down a snow-covered
hill. A learn-to-ski package, including
rentals, lesson and lift ticket, is $32, and
a parent-child ski package is $40.
Snowboarders will find a half-pipe run
made just for them . In addition to the
downhill action, there are also 35 kilometers of groomed Nordic track with
skating lanes. The trail system goes from
7,400 feet to 9,100 feet with plenty of
wilderness to explore.

Southern Nevadans have Lee Canyon
thank when they brag about their ability to go water skiing in the morning and
snow skiing in the afternoon . Just 47 miles
from Las Vegas, Lee Canyon offers runs
with names like Blackjack, High Roller,
Keno, The Strip, Bimbo I and 2 and Slot
Alley, as well as "more sunshine skiing
than most anywhere in the world," according to owner Russell Highfield. The yearly Snowbox Derby, in which contestants
slide down a hill in cardboard contraptions that usually disintegrate before they
reach the ·bottom, is a popular event. •

to
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TGMD - Building Elko
by Sandy Miller

Elko homebuilder John Ferick s says
" timing" is the secret to success in business. "You have to have the right product
at the right time," Fericks said. "You could
build the best house in the world but
if there wasn' t anyone to buy it, you ' d
be bankrupt."
Fericks, owner of TGMD Construction,
left Salt Lake City in 1988 because the
building market had become so glutted
"every $100,000 house was being bid on
by four or five builders."
A lumber salesman friend ofFericks suggested he check out Elko, a growing city
located off Interstate 80 in the middle of
northeastern Nevada. The city was enjoying a steady population growth and a thriving economy thanks to a modern-day gold
mining boom , the result of a stabilization
in the price of gold and modern technology
that makes retrieving that gold less costly.
A number of mining operations had relocated to northeastern Nevada and were hiring employees to work at their operations
in the gold-rich Carlin Trend just outside
Elko . Miners were arriving in Elko only to
discover a severe shortage of available
housing. Some were even camping along
the banks of the Humboldt River.
Fericks met with representatives of
Newmont Gold Co. , one of the Carlin
Trend 's major players. The company agreed
to offer Fericks an outstanding deal on 37acre piece of land in Elko if he would agree
to build affordable homes for the company ' s
employees. Today, 154 homes sit on quarter-acre lots in the Clover Hills Subdivision. The same homes that sold for $60,000
in the late 1980s now sell for $100,000.
Today , nearly a decade later, Fericks'
TGMD Construction Inc. has built 250
homes in four subdiv isions and 176 apartments. The company currently has another
15 homes under construction.
TGMD also performs all its own land
;l Nevada Business Journal •
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Elko homebuilder John Fericks stands in front of his own home, one of 250 built by
his company, TGMD Construction In c., since moving to Elko in 1988.
development accomplishing much of it
during the summer months before the
winter weather arrives. The company
builds as much as it can year-round ,
weather permitting.
Because, according to Fericks, " the
government has made it too expensive to
have empl oyees," he subcontracts all his
work. He said paying one employee $10
an hour actually ends up costing him , the
employer, $15 an hour after all the social
security , unempl oyment, business and
state industrial taxes are tacked on. He
said in the long run, it s easier, and
cheaper, to just subcontract all the work.
Fericks got his tart in the construction industry whjle till a high school
student in Salt Lake Ciry working as an
apprentice to an Austrian cabi net maker.
He joined the • 'a\')' hortly after

graduation and spent 12 years in the
service. In 1981, while out at sea on the
USS Towers, Fericks and a shipmate,
Kurt Hoffman , began tossing around the
idea of starting a business together.
By the time they came ashore, they ' d
made a decision to leave the Navy and
seek their fortunes by launching a
homebuilding endeavor.
During the lean years, Hoffman continued to work as a Navy recruiter and
shared his paycheck with Fericks .
Fericks said in order to keep a new business going, "you have to make enough
money to sustain yourself so yo u don 't
hit bottom." The business eventually
took off and did well until the late
1980s when the Salt Lake building
market became too competitive. When
Fericks moved the business to Elko.

r.:. --------------.......
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Save Time & Money with CAD**
"There's going to be plenty of
demand in the years to come.
Lord willing, I'll spend the
remainder of my days here."
-John Fericks

Hoffman decided to stay behind in
Salt Lake but continues to contribute as
a si lent partner.
Fericks built several custom homes in
the early 1990s but "there wasn ' t enough
money in it to make it worth my time. "
The most expensive home he ever built
recently sold again for $300,000. He said
the problem with building custom homes
is that there 's often a difference of opinion between the buyer and the builder on
the way things should be done. He said
the buyer may know in his mind exactly
what he wants hi s home to look like, but
it may not be practical from the builder's
point of view. Fericks said he' d rather
avoid those types of headaches.
''I' d rather be a frie nd to my customer,"
Fericks said. So in 1992, Fericks decided
he would stick to building homes "with
our plan on our own land."
Today, TGMD specializes in constructing "the simple but well-bu ilt house" - a
$ 100,000 family home with three bedrooms, one bath, a living room, country
kitchen, a partial basement and a two-car
garage. TGMD ' s current big project is
the Valley View Subdivision, where 91
lots will be developed in seven phases.
The homes will be in the $95 ,000 to
$120,000 price range and should sell fast
in Elko where the mining boom shows
no immediate signs of slowing.
And that, according to Ferricks, suits
him just fine. "I have no desire to move
back to the big city.
"There's going to be plenty of demand
in the years to come," Fericks said. "Lord
willing, I'll spend the remainder of
my days here in Elko."
•

Design/Drafting Automation , 3D-Sales Tools , WalkThroughs
and Bill ol Materials --Easy to Use in Windows/95
Software starting under $2000

Created for HomeBuilders and Designers:
• Compatible with AutoCAD
· Automatic 3D model generation
• Fu ll material quantity & cost repons
• Easy Tray & vaulted ceilings
• Easy Complex Roofs with Multiple Plate Heights
· Automatic working drawing layout
·Automatic WalkAboucTM animation
• Truly Automatic dimensioning
• Site layout & design
• Window and Door Manager fo r Manufacturer Symbols
• DXF file rendering compatibility
· 3D-Decks
• Fu ll Parametric based technology!

~-.

L

Call for a FREE Demo Today!

fJAutodesk.

See www.cadsoft.com
See www.ivocad.com

• Computers & Software
• Turnkey CAD Systems
• Peripherals & Plotters

~-

• Computer Leasing & Rental
• Training: Individuals & Classes
• Onsite and Overmght Repatr

• Novell and Lantastic Networks

SOFTDESK
Prtm;..r AuthorizedR""""II"'r

Las Vegas

Pn;,.n;...,. Tr;ainm~ Cen \eo>

Boise

740-8646
345-4277
By Appointment
---•
By Appointment _ _ _ _ _ __ ,
Outside 702 Area Code Call
1-800-550.()607

Outside 206 Area Code Call
1-800-347-4276

Performed by

V.A. Ram, M.D., F.R.C.S. (C), F.A.C.S.
Double Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
with over 15 years experience in laser surgery
First Surgeon in Las Vegas to use the Ultra pulse Laser
Practice Umited to Cosmetic Surgery (Face, Breast & Liposuction)

n lJJ

~&J]na

H)

~'13 S[.JJJ ;.. srJ]3 ' -

• Enhanced facial features with facel ift, eyelid & nose surgery
• Tumescent liposuction for body contouring
• Laser skin resurfacing for wrinkles, sun damaged skin &
acne scarring (with the latest Ultrapulse Laser)
• Breast enlargement
• Tummy tucks
Call

For Your Free Consultation
Member American Society of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeons, Inc.
Member American Society of Laser Surgery
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Corporate Advertorial

it hard to

gat yo rmss g across?
Publish your story in the

Nevada Business journal!
SPECIAL OFFER!
For a limited time, Nevada Business Journal is
offering one page advertorials. The advertorials
are printed on two sides, read like news articles,
and are the perfect way to tell your story.
Choose

NBJ as part of your advertising program and receive a full-page, four colbr

Advertorial, which features:

D

All the copywriting needed to tell your story.

D

Design and .layout services you'll need to ensure your
message is effective and eye-catching.

D

An on-site professional photo session to give your ad strong
visual impact and your company the most effective visual image.

II

One complete set of color separations, custom-scanned to fit the
specifications of your ad.

PLUS:

1,000 copies of the edition in which your ad appears to use as
an extended marketing tool; the perfect piece to leave with
potential clients.

This Corporate Package is offered at $3,995
A savi ngs of over $1 ,000!
If you would like two advertorial a ear-we can offer them for $3,400 eacha huge $3,190 savings.
Please call (702) 735-7003 and peak to a sales representative to guarantee your
message is being heard by deci ion-makers throughout the state!

CUTTING E D G E
by Randall Putz

Look Ma, No Wires!
From time to time, events occur that
shrink the world and change it forever.
Magellan's circumnavigation of the globe
was one such event, and the first telegraph transmission was another. And the
chances are good we will witness another event of this magnitude in the next
few years.
Looming just over the horizon are several projects in development which promise to keep you and your data connected
to the world without the bother of cables
or wires, no matter where you are on the
planet. These truly global wireless networks will handle a variety of communication modes, including voice , data
and video. And literally anyone anywhere equipped with the proper equipment could, say , connect to their
favorite Internet website or make a video
phone call.
The key to a truly worldwide communication system like this is LEOS, which
stands for Low Earth Orbit Satellites .
Typical geostationary satellites hang
23,000 miles out in earth's orbit and are
relatively big and heavy. LEOS are much
smaller and lighter, orbiting at an average altitude of only 500 miles. Since
LEOS are less powerful and closer to the
earth's surface than their larger cousins,
a lot more are needed - as many as 840
satellites to give global coverage. Prior
to the conception of this system, no one
had ever made or launched that many
satellites. To complete the task, developing the ability to mass produce communications satellites- previously handmade
to the tune of $100 million each - has
become of paramount importance.
One would think coordinating and

advancing the technology required to perform the Herculean feat of a global wireless
network would be the biggest challenge facing its developers. But the real challenge has
not been technological - the real challenge
has been regulatory. In order to operate a
satellite system whose signal covers the
earth, it's necessary to get approval from a
global body named the WARC (World Administrative Radio Conference). This arm of
the United Nations that controls use of the
worldwide radio spectrum only meets every
couple of years, and operates an approval
process which can be horribly slow and
overly political. Global network developers
found their own approval process no different, and that was after having persuaded the
FCC to radically ci!ter its satellite regulations
to accommodate the new LEOS.
At last count there were six major organizations developing some form of a
worldwide communications network
project. Of those, two projects stand out
due to their ambition and sheer size Iridium and Teledesic. Motorola' s Iridium project, named after an element
common in meteorites, will use 66 satellites , 420 miles out, to blanket the globe.
The Iridium satellites will not only talk
to handsets and ground stations, they will
also talk to each other, forming a network aloft, passing on conversations, and
handing them off when they drift out of
range. While Iridium is friendlier to existing cellular systems, it is limited to
either two-way voice calls or one-way
data transmissions.
Even more ambitious is the Teledesic
project financed by billionaires Craig
McCaw and Bill Gates. With a $9 billion
price tag, twice that of the Iridium project,

Teledesic will be the first satellite system to handle any kind of communication, from voice, to data, to video. Its
840 satellites will move across the globe
at 16,740 miles per hour, each passing
signals (with the help of an onboard mainframe computer) to plate-sized receivers/transmitters on the earth ' s surface.
Other competing projects' ·are limited
variations of this general theme. Some
have fewer satellites in higher orbits,
while others feature simple bent-pipe repeaters to send the handset's signal back
down to a ground station and feed it into
old-fashioned land lines. Each project' s
handsets, which use a single worldwide
phone number, are dual-mode - acting
as cellular phones first and then as satellite phones only when a cellular connection can ' t be made. Pricing is expected
to compete with existing cellular rates.
The ramifications of small, low, earthorbiting communications satellites providing instantaneous voice and data links
anywhere on the planet are great. Yes,
dropped calls and "out of service area"
messages become a thing of the past.
Yes, anyone can be reached easily anywhere. And yes, all that "global village"
and "global commerce" hype becomes
reality as people and business transcend
traditional political boundaries. But what
if for some, the highest and best use of
billions of dollars in technology was to
simply telecommute from your tropical
island of choice? Ahhh , technology. •

Randall Putz is director of Technology
at R&R Advertising in Las Vegas and
heads up the company' s Marketing
Technology Group.
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Plans underway
f or $86 million
courthouse
Chanen/Sverdup, a joint venture of
Sverdrup
Facilities
and
Chanen
Construction, has been chosen to provide
construction management services for a
new Federal Building and United States
Courthouse in Las Vegas . Construction of
the $86 million, 410,000-square-foot
building is scheduled to begin next summer with completion in the year 2000.
The new structure, to be located on six
acres downtown , will include ten courtrooms, 14 judge's chambers, ancillary
court facilities and federal agency office
tenant spaces.

Clark County schools
rec e ive CD-ROM
donatio n
The Clark County Public Education
Foundation has received a donation of
$30,000 in CD-ROM educational products for distribution to elementary
school s in the Las Vegas area. The donation was made by Florida-based Zigzag
Multimedia, a member of the Q uadrillion
group of companies in Britain . The company donated I ,000 CD- ROMs to the
foundation, which is an independent
nonprofit organization established in
1991 to support and enhance public education through projects designed to
improve student performance.

Columbia Sunrise
Hospital & Medical
Center recognized

Generous Gift - Kenneth J. Braddick, president of Zigzag Multimedia, shows Elizabeth
Cooper, 5, a student at Ferron Elemental)' School in Las Vegas, how to use one of "Dr.
Potter's School Reports " CD-ROM products donated by Zigzag to the Clark County
(Las Vegas) Public Education Foundation. Looking on are Dr. Lois Tarkanian (left), a
Clark County School District Board Trustee, and Judi Steele, executive director of
the foundation.
highest form of accreditation offered by
the organization and is based on compliance with nationally recognized healthcare standards set by the independent,
nonprofit entity.

Training program
for miners offered

A Las Vegas hospital recently joined the
I 0 percent of hospitals nationwide that
received accrediation with a letter of
commendation from the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations (JCAHO ). Columbia

The newly-formed
evada Testing
Institute ( eTI) in conjunction with
Laborers Local 72 recently began an
80-hour pil ot miner training program at
the Nevada Test Site in an effort to help
fill the expected hortfall of ski lled miners. With ne\ co t-effective technolo-

Sumt">P- H a<>.pttal and Medtcal Cent.ec

eiP.s .. thP.

received the commendation which is the

again is gearing up to dig deep under-
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ground for valuable natural resources;
however, the industry predicts it wi ll be
short 500 to I ,000 skilled miners over the
next five years.

Sierra/Prime Holdings
get green light
The acquisition of Prime Holdings, Inc.
by Sierra Health Services, Inc. was
recently approved by the Nevada
Division of Insurance. The acquisition ,
announced in early December, will join
two Las Vegas-based healthcare services
companies. Prime operates MedOne
Health Plan, an II ,000-member health
m:~intP.n:~nr.P.

orVJnizMion (HMO)

also serves 200,000 people t

preferred provider organizations (PPO),
worker's compensation programs and
administrative services products for selfinsured employers and union welfare
funds. Sierra serves more than 500,000
people through HMOs, insurance products and benefit administrative services.
Its subsidiary, Health Plan of Nevada, is
the state's largest HMO .

TMCC offers free
safety audits
Truckee Meadows Community College
(TMCC) is providing free safety audits
to area businesses to help each comply
with OSHA, EPA and DOT directives.
TMCC will tour businesses , identify hazards, audit written programs and offer
suggestions on how to achieve full compliance. Those interested should call
TMCC at 829-9000 before the March 7
deadline to schedule an appointment.

New fiber optic
network in Reno
Phoenix Fiberlink of Nevada (PFI), a
phone company that provides voice,
video and data services, recently completed a $10 million fiber optic network
to service the Reno/Sparks area. The
underground network utilizes advanced
technology to provide almost I 00 percent reliability.

Nevada's economy
slips during third
quarter 1996
According to the Survey of Nevada
Business & Economics produced by
Comstock Bank, the state 's economy
took a step back in the third quarter of last
year. The report attributed the decline, in
part, to reduced gaming wins statewide.
On a year-to-date basis, the report found
gaming win was up only 2.5 percent, just
keeping pace with inflation.

Letters of credit
offered on-line
Norwest Bank recently became the
state's first to offer commercial banking
customers the ability to initiate letters of
credit on the Internet. Letters of credit
represent one of the payment vehicles

U.S. importers obtain from financial services companies to ensure timely delivery of overseas purchases. The new service is an alternative to a paper process
in which the customer must type information on a form and then mail , fax , or
deliver the form to the bank. The paper
process usually takes several days and is
more costly for the customer and the
bank to process.

SierraWest opens
Carson City branch
SierraWest Bank recently moved into its
new building in Carson City. The move
marks the bank's second Northern
Nevada facility to open within a year.
The 5,200-square-foot building, located
at the corner of North Carson Street and
West Nye Lane, replaces the bank's temporary facility in Evergreen Center.
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Sun State Bank
opens regional center
in Reno
A number of state and local dignitaries
were among the more than 300 guests
that attended the recent opening of Sun
State Bank's new Reno center. The bank,
with over $150 .million in assets, is privately owned and operated by Nevada
residents, and has four branches in the
Las Vegas area plus a newly opened
Boulder City branch.

Access to legislators
limited
Renovations on the state's legislative
building are nearing completion. With both
first floor galleries removed, constituents
will no longer have direct access to their
legislators while they are in session.

Marriott Residence
Inn underway in
Green Valley
American Nevada Corp. has begun construction on a 126-suite Residence Inn and
!55-room Courtyard hotel by Marriott
International, Inc. at Green Valley Town
Center. American Nevada Corp. will serve
as owner and developer of the three-story
hotel projects and Marriott International,
Inc. will manage the properties.
•

HENDERSON CONVENTION CENTER

200 WATER Smm
HENdERSON, NY 89015

(702) 565,2m

FAX(702) 565,2m

Tai Chi
Classes Now Forming!
- REDVCE STRESS - CiET IN SHAPE - I NCR EASE CONFIDENCE - IMPROVE CoNCENTRATION -

3025 Desert Inn Rd., Suite 7
las Vegas, Nevada 89121
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business indicators & anaf)!sis
Nevada Taxable Sales
Quarterly, 1985- 1996

T

he new year brought the "Pineapple Express," first leaving snow in the
Sierras (an eagerly awaited sign for winter enthusiasts and ski-oriented
businesses) and then heavy rains (creati ng floods and disappoi nting skiers
and Nevada businesses). The disaster imposed economic costs (lost assets and
business opportunities), although some businesses providing services and products
to help with the recovery might experience increased sales. Nevertheless, some
economic indicators in the months ahead may need to be evaluated in light of the
January weather effect.
Current Nevada indicators, reflecting conditions at the end of 1996, reveal a
slowing in the Nevada gaming economy. Gross gaming revenue, which experienced some noteworthy double-digit growth rates during 1994 and 1995, shows
modest growth during 1996 relati ve to 1995. Moreover, the recent modest growth
rates in gaming were experienced in Reno and Las Vegas. The latest data (October
1996) show a modest 0.34 percent gain from the same month in 1995 for the state
of Nevada, an increase of2.83 percent for Clark County (Las Vegas), and a decline
of 5.24 percent for Washoe County (Reno). With new properties opening in Las
Vegas, many hold expectations of a return to more rapid growth. On the other hand,
expectations for gaming in Reno have been more subdued, even before the recent
weather-related adversity. Thus , Northern Nevada' s near-term gaming future is
likely to be less robust than Southern Nevada' s tourism economy.
Regardless of recent reports about gaming, many believe Nevada's gaming
future is bright. Construction activity, with Clark County 's construction employment now in excess of I 0 percent, is brisk. All construction sectors have reported
growth, although slower expansion is anticipated in a few sectors. The strength of
the construction sector shows clearly in taxable sales collections, up 11 .7 percent for
the state of Nevada, up 15.8 percent for Clark County, and up 5.87 percent for
Washoe County. A strong construction economy foretells confidence in the future.
Other factors which tend to be more difficult to assess, but also show positive
signs, are those associated with the world economy. During 1995 and most of 1996,
Europe and Japan saw a slowdown in growth. Indeed , weak conditions in Japan
since 1990 have had some concerned about severe deflation and prolonged recession . Yet, during 1996, conditions improved, suggesting economic momentum for
1997. A recovering world economy, in particular Japan and the European countries
of the G7, will help to offset the effect of the recently stronger dollar. As a res ult,
other things equal, we expect conditions to be more favorable for foreign visitors to
Nevada, though it is difficult to say by how much. Clearly, however, increased
foreign travel to the U .S . is favorable for Nevada.
National economic conditions, and outlook remain fa vorable (inflation outlook
continues to suggest modest price rises during 1997 and the unemployment rate is
expected to remain in the 5 to 6 percent range). Currently, the unemployment rate
is 5.2 percent and consumer prices are increasing by less than 3 percent annually .
With indicators shifting to and fro leaving no clear and unambiguous signs of
either an overheated or recessiona[y economy, Federal Reserve policymakers have
taken a "wait-and-see" position . In Nevada, the outlook remain more optimistic
than the national economy, though a record of very strong growth has resulted in
more people taking a less risky position recently.
•

R. Keith Schwer,
University of Nevada- Las Vegas, Center for Business and Ec01wmic Research.
4X Nevada Rusiness Journal •
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Nevada Gross Gaming Revenue
Quarterly, 1985 · 1996
Millions

Air Passengers
Quarterly, 1985 - 1996

Millions

1985198619671988 i9891990 1991 199219931~ 19951996

DATE

UNITS

LATEST
PERIOD
4.8
5 .3
3.95
5 .2

PREVIOUS
PERIOD

YEAR
AGO

CHANGE
YRAGO

5.3
5.6
4 .2
5 .2

4 .8
5 .1
4 .0
5.5

0.00%
3 .92%
-2 .50%
-5 .45%

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada
Las Vegas MSA
Reno MSA
U.S.

October,
October,
October,
October,

1996
1996
1996
1996

%
%
%
seasonally adj .

October,
October,
October,
October,

1996
1996
1996
1996

$ thousand
$thousand
$ thousand
$million

2,007,258
1, 351 ,929
342 , 194
206 ,577

2,058 , 168
1,338,484
377, 157
206, 196

1,796,984
1,167,754
323 ,207
196,289

11.70%
15.77%
5.87%
5.24%

October, 1996
October, 1996
October, 1996

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand

623,061
485 ,768
84,970

633,217
481 ,686
91 ,898

620,941
472 ,386
89,666

0.34%
2.83 %
-5 .24%

3rd qtr 1996
3rd qtr 1996

#permits
#permits

5 ,832
365

5,505
318

5,245
290

11 . 19%
25.86%

3rd qtr 1996
4th qtr 1995

#permits
#permits

856
80

929
82

729
52

17.42%
53.85%

October, 1996
October, 1996

thousand
$billion

1,366
58 1.2

1,440
571.0

1,351
550.0

1.11%
5.67%

3rd ·qtr 1996
3rd qtr 1996
3rd qtr 1996

$
$per sq.. ft.
%

140,654
77 .66
7 .94

140,179
78.41
7 .93

141 ,971
85.47
7 .41

-0 .93 %
-9.14%
7.15%

2nd Half
2nd Half
2nd Half
October,

$
$ per sq . ft.
%
thousand

178,711
95.55
9.10
714

168,199
92.67
7 .90
782

170,325
96.88
7.20
673

4.92%
-1.37%
26 .3 9%
6 .09%

7 ,652,833
1,596,1 83
67,056

7,153 ,322
1,523,273
66,429

8.33%
20 .09%
6.75 %

1,582,390
1,036,290
294,290

6.71 %
7 .69%
4 .25%

153.7
1'1 31.8
8.75
5 .35
7 ,309.8

2.99%
-4 .95%
-5.71 %
-5 .98%
3.22%

RETAIL ACTIVITY
Nevada Taxable Sales
Clark County
Was hoe County
U.S. Retail Sales

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Las Vegas Area
New Residences
New Commercial
Reno Area
New Residences
New Commercial
U.S.
Housing Starts
Total Construction

HOUSING SALES
Las Vegas Area
Average Sal es Pricel11
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate121
Washoe County
Average Sales Pricel11
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Ratel21
U.S. Home Sales

1994
1994
1994
1996

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengersl31
McCarron Int. Airport, LV
Reno/Tahoe Int. Airport
State Taxable Gasoline Sales

3rd qtr 1996
3rd qtr 1996
October, 1996

passengers
passengers
thousand gal.

7,749,314
1,829,298
70,911

July, 1996
July, 1996
July, 1996

people
people
people

1,688,600
1, 115,940
306,810

October, 1996
October, 1996
Novembe r, 1996
Novembe r, 1996
3rd qtr 1996

1982-84= 100
$billion
%
%
$billion

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada l51
Clark County151
Washoe County151

NATIONAL ECONOMY
Consumer Price lndexl•l
Money Supply- M 1
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S . T-Bill
Gross Domestic Product

158.3
1,075.8
8.25
5 .03
7 ,611.8

157.8
1,091.1
8 .25
5 .01
7,545.1

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA fixed; (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers; (5) preliminary
SOURCES: Nevada Dept. of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Deptartment.; UNLV, Center fo r Business and Economic Research;
UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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INSIDE POLITICS
by Michael Sullivan

1997 Elections on their way
Just when you thought it was safe to
put away your wal let from the last political season, another ro und of elections is
headed your way. This time, elected officials in Southern and Northern
Nevada's major cities are gearing up for
re-election efforts, and challengers are
looking for the most vulnerab le officeholders to begin their upset bids.
City races are traditionally lower in
key than the hotly-contested races for
state offices and county commission. But
these "off-year" elections have been heating up in the recent past, especially in
some of the fastest growing cities.
The following is a preliminary snapshot of how the 1997 elections are shaping up. (Note: Reno held city elections
during 1996.)

Las Vegas
Two seats are up in the city of Las
Vegas this year. Both incumbent Councilmen Arnie Adamsen (Ward 2) and
Matthew Callister (Ward 4) have indicated they wi ll seek re-election to the
four-year term.
No opposition has emerged yet in
Adamsen's race. The councilman has
been a quiet voice on the counci l in the
past few years, allowing the more boisterous Callister and Mayor Jan Jones to
grab many of the headlines. Among businessmen and the major political donors
-especially in the gaming industry - he
is considered an ally and a reasonable
voice who is willing to listen to their
ideas, especially when other city officials turn a deaf ear.
Adamsen has already put together a
strong re-election strategy and fundraising
team and wants to make sure this effort
goes smoothly. The mayor's seat will be
up for grabs in two years, and most insiders say Adamsen will be a contender if
Jones relinquishes her position.

Callister' s race, in contrast to that of
Adamsen, could be very difficult , although the enigmatic councilman has a
strong following in his ward. He has
championed city residents in their fight
to gain tax equity with residents of unincorporated Clark County. He has also
fought the spread of apartments and
neighborhood casinos, which will earn
him even more votes.
But Callister has made many enemies
among potential political donors, especially in the development community.
One challenger has already announced
his intentions - Water District government affairs speciali st Larry Brown and he will benefit greatly from the animosity Callister has created . Brown, a
former pitcher for the Las Vegas Stars
and a Harvard grad uate, has run for
office once before against Adamsen. He
failed in that b.id, but more than one
insider is giving him much better odds
of defeating Callister.

Henderson
The biggest political news in this city
is the decision by Mayor Robert
Groesbeck not to seek re-election.
Groesbeck is well-liked by constituents
and the business community. He has been
a stabilizing force on a council that often
strays far from the norm and has more
infighting than a family reunion.
However, recent newspaper stories
about an unpaid college Joan and a television report negative toward the city
government have taken their toll. Rather
than go into the race beleaguered, he has
decided to sit this one out and reassess
his political fortunes in 1998.
Councilman David Wood, who was
just elected in 1995, was planning on
running for mayor whether Groesbeck
stepped down or not. While he is not
well liked by the Henderson infrastruc-

ture, he has helped pass legislation - such
as the city ' s ethics code and campaign
contribution limits- which could endear
him to the Henderson populace.
The only other council seat up this
year is that of Jack Clark, who plans to
seek at least one more term . No one has
stepped up to challenge as yet , but it is
likely Clark's confrontational style and
questionable judgment on a couple of
issues will produce an opponent.

North Las Vegas
Maybe it' s something in the water, but
North Las Vegas Mayor James Seastrand
- like Groesbeck - announced he will
not seek re-election this year. Seastrand,
still wounded over losing his county commission race to fellow councilperson
Mary Kincaid, has served on the council
as long as anyo ne can remember.
Stepping up to vie for hi s office will
be Councilman Theron Goynes, who has
already locked up endorsements from the
police unions and several major fundraising groups. Seastrand is said to be
backing political newcomer Mike
Montandin for the office, and will help
him raise the necessary funds to be a
viable contender. It is expected that at
least three or four other names will join
these two by the close of filing.
Goynes' council seat is also up this
year, along with that of Councilman John
Rhodes and the vacated seat of Kincaid.
Rhodes shouldn't face any major pitfalls,
and should be back again after the June
general election. The other two seats,
however, are up for grabs. Respected
North Las Vegas businesswoman Paula
Brown is seeking the appointment to
Kincaid's chair, and will run for election
if she is appointed. Former assemblywoman Stephanie Smith is also interested in the council and has begun putting a campaign together.
•
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Employees' Benefits of Choice: Maximizing Your Package
Chances are, you and your co-workers
are not receiving the same company benefits. That 's because employers are offering employees greater flexibility in designing their own benefits packages .
However, the Nevada Society of CPAs
points out thi s greater flexibilit y also
brings with it increased responsibility on
the part of the employee to choose benefits that meet the personal and financial
needs of his or her family. Here are tips
to guide you in selecting and making the
most of your company benefits.

Investigate Managed Care
Be sure to evaluate all the options
available to you before selecting a medical plan. In most cases, you'll find a
health maintenance organization (HMO)
or PPO (preferred provider organizati on) will cost less than a traditional
fee-for-service indemnity plan. Check
to see which plan your doctor or doctors belong to before signing up . If your
doctors don ' t participate in any of the
plans offered by your employer, get references on some of the physicians in
other plans to determine whether you
feel comfortable changing your primary
care physician .
Flex Your Spending Account
If you have a healthcare flexible spending account (FSA), find out whether you
have any balance left. Then , make every
effort to use it up because you ' ll forfeit
any funds not spent by the end of the

year. You can buy new glasses or prescription sunglasses, get your teeth
cleaned, or even stock up on several
months worth of contact lens solutions.
If you don't have a healthcare flexible
spending account, you might consider
signing up for one. An FSA allows you
to put aside as much as $5 ,000 of your
pre-tax salary each year for medical expenses. You decide how much you want
to contribute and the amount is deducted
from yo ur paycheck in equal amounts.
When the bills come in , submit them to
your plan for reimbursement.
In effect, a healthcare FSA lets you
use untaxed wages to recover the cost of
a wide range of medical-related services
and supplies. This includes vision and
dental care, prescription drugs, well-child
visits, as well as insurance deductibles ,
co-payments and other expenses your
healthcare policies do not cover. The
savings can be significant- so don ' t let
the "use it or lose it" rules scare yo u
away. Because of the tax benefits, it's
very possible you could break even or
come out ahead if you use only 75 percent of the money you set aside.
The dependent care flexible spending
account works much the same way as its
healthcare counterpart. Because childcare expenses are more predictable, it 's
easier to determ ine yo ur contribution and
less likely you'll forfeit money . You can
use a dependent care FSA to pay for
certain child-care ervices including
babysitting, da are center, day camp
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and before-and-after-school care pro-· ,
grams for children under 13 , or to pay
for elderly care for a person who li ves
with you and qualifies as a dependent.

Fund Your 401(k)
One of the best ways for you to maximize your employee benefits is with a
company-sponsored 40l(k) plan. With a
40 I (k), you contribute pre-tax salary to a
retirement plan in which your contributions and earnings grow tax-deferred until retirement. To make the most of your
40 I (k) plan , you should make every effort to contribute as much as you can.
And since most plans allow you to borrow from your account, don't let your
concern that you may someday need the
money keep you from contributing to
your 40l(k).
Most plans allow you to change investment selections at different times during the year. Review the materials your
employer provides to see if your plan
has added any new mutual funds or other
in vestmen t opportunities. You should
determine whether it might be necessary
for you to reallocate your assets.
With employers shifting both benefit
selection and benefit costs to employees,
CPAs say it's important that you take
the time to analyze how you can best use
your benefits options to provide for you
and your family.
•

Prepared by members of the Nevada
Society of Certified Public Accountants.
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-Located at the new Galleria at Sunset mall in Henderson,

A

WestPark Plaza Galleria, provides tenants with great visibility and
easy access from the freeway, Sunset Road and Stephanie Street.

fSTHHICS

-The project's modern design includes the extensive

use of marble and glass, lush landscaping, dynamic entryway and

A
U

Serving the West Valley:
WestPark Plaza Rainbow

..

Wes\Park Plaza Galleria

unique architecture.

MfNITifS

-A generous tenant improvement package, abundant
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parking and high-tech security are just a few of the many features

GALLERIA BLVD .

GALLERIA MALL

~
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'-------------'

ofWestPark Plaza Galleria.

E. SUNSET

WfSTPARK PLAZA GAllfRIA IS ALRfADY 50 PfRCfNT PRf-lfASfD.
MfDICAL AND PROffSSIONAL SPACf IS CURRfNTLY AVAILABlf ON AfiRST-COMf, fiRST-SfRVf BASIS.
for Leasing and Purchase Option information:
LYLf BRfNNAN & ASSOCIATfS (702) 592-4098 ~ (702) 731-9007

by Joe Mullich

Playing Tag

I am one of
those irritating
people who
has trouble
remembering
names and
faces. I'm so
absent-minded
I'll reintroduce
myself to
members of my
nuclear family.
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That 's why I've always been
an advocate of name tags. For
people like me, name tags are a
great invention: I simply divert
a person's attention , quickly
scan the name on their tag, and
pretend I knew it all along.
"Good to see you again, Pope,
nice hat."
I believe we should all wear
name tags. Not just at trade
shows or business meetings ,
but everywhere- shopping at
the supermarket, walking the
dog, playing volleyball at a
nudist colony (the where-topin-it issue is a small price to
pay). A tiny piece of embossed
paper surrounded by 12 cents
worth of plastic would make
life much more pleasant.
The best name tags do
more than list a name. At
trade shows, for example,
name tags come in different
colors to denote, say, whether
the person is a speaker or
exhibitor. For media representatives like myself, name tags
often have ribbons attached,
so people know to stop talking
when we' re around otherwise
anything they say can and will
be used against them in print.
Having a media ribbon at a
trade show is like being a
police car in someone's rearview mirror: people put on
their brakes by reflex .
Some meeting planners
turn name tags into games. At
one event I went to, we had to
wr.itt>. thr.t>..l'. wr1r.rls. that. w.Ps.P_
important to us at the bottom
of our name tag. Some peopl e
wrote things like "NAFT A ...
February 1997

Wages . .Jobs." I wrote
"Help ...Call ... Police."
Thoreau never had a more
solitary evening.
Name tags save a lot of
time. I was recently at one of
those business parties where
you rotate around the room,
looking in vain for someone to
talk to, like Rush Limbaugh at
a "Save the Whales" mixer.
One women and I had already
done the circuit twice. The
third time we ended up sitting
next to each other. We threw
out desultory stabs of conversation without true enthusiasm,
like Madonna doing public
service announcements about
safe sex. Somehow, finally, we
stumbled onto the fact we used
to work at the same place.
Within 45 seconds we were
happily trashing our former
boss (a man who ' d have to
move up a few stages on the
evolutionary chain to make it
to pond scum).
If we'd had tags embossed
with the three words "backstabbing bosses" we could
have avoided the rigmarole.
Well , I am happy to report
that can now happen . MIT's
Media Lab has developed
"thinking name tags" to do
away with meaningless ,
getting-to-know-you chitchat.
The way the name tags workand I love them- is you input
answers to five questions.
One sample question , cited in
'[imP.. MnJgvJ.nP..: . With. w.ho.m.

would you rather have dinner?
A) O.J. Simpson, Marcia Clark
and Johnnie Cochran.

B) Marvin Minsy , Noam
Chomsky and Jerome; or C)
Peter Gabriel, Laurie Anderson
and Yo-Yo Ma.
FYI: I don ' t know who
the three middle people are
either, but I suspect they're
some important brainiacs
the Time Magazine writer
inserted to prove hi s
Harvard education isn ' t
going to waste.
But, anyway , back to the
"thinking name tags." When
you get within a few feet of .
someone, five lights on your
respective name tags come on.
The lights are red or green ,
depending on how many of
your answers correspond. In
large corporate settings, the
name-tag inventor says this
could build consensus
around controversial ideas.
For instance, the boss could
have everyone input their
opinion about one of his pet
projects and "build consensus"
by firing everyone with a
red light.
The name tags have
applications in social settings,
too, of course. 'The one that
comes up 99 percent of the
time is the singles bar," the
name-tag inventor said. "So if
you don't mention that, you' II
be our friend for life."
C'mon - a row of red and
green lights is much more
sociable than the exchange of
resumes and blood tests.
B..~ tbp_ W.'IJ!,

,T_w.ru uclh =P-

told you the name of the nametag inventor. .. but it seems to
escape me at the moment.

WHERE NOT TO SIT
when it comes to your business

RETIREMENT PLANS.

Are you unsure what to do about your company's retirement plan because you own a small business?
Now Bank of America and BA Investment Services are offering Simplified Employee Pension Plans
(SEP's) for small business owners. Offer your employees diverse investment choices that only larger
companies could get in the past. Your employees will benefit from tax savings and minimal costs.
In fact, employees can direct their own investments, and best of all, there is no IRS reporting and
only minor paperwork. Visit the branch nearest you today, or call 1-800-388-BANK, ext. 8294
for more information. Because once
retirement rolls around, the only
thing working should be your money.

m

BA Investment Services, Inc.
A BankAmerica Company

Mutual funds, other securities and annuities are NOT insured by the FDIC, and are NOT deposits or other
obligations of, or guaranteed by, Bank of America or any of its affiliates. An investment in mutual funds, other
securities and annuities is subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested.

NOT

FDIC
INSURED

Mutual f unds and other securities are offered by BA Investment Services, Inc. (BAIS), a registered broker-dealer member NYSE and SIP C. BAIS is a wholly -owned
subsidiary of Bank of America NT&SA. Annuities are offered through Bank of America Nevada, a licensed insurance agency. ©1996 BA Investment Services, Inc.

